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been received by friends, simultaneousber of the E. Romero Fire and Hose
ly with the departure for the Pacific
company Jn his home city and one of
coast last night of the prospective
the most popular members of the as
.
groom.
of
B.
succeeds
He
sociation.
Ruppe,
The bride-to-bis well known , in
Albuquerque.
Las Vegas, she having visited here
s
Today in the contests for prizes,
last winter, being a guest" of Miss
first honors went to the Santa Fe Are
Teresa Long at the Long home ; on
departmentits team winning the $100
Seventh street. She is an exceedingly
cash nrlze In" the dry test. This team
charming and lovely young woman,
also won the second prizes, $25 each,
with a striking personality, and durin the ladder climbing and
ing her stay was very popular in exevents.
clusive social circles.
Eleven teams were entered and the
As for the groom-to-be- ,
he needs no
The
contests were very exciting.
introduction,
being the Bon of
meeting closes tonight with a smoker
Justice and Mrs. Elisha V. Long, of
at which the visiting firemen will be
this city. He is personally well
guests of the Carlsbad department.
known throughout the southwest. For
Las Vegas i seems the most likely PRELIMINARY
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PRESIDENT PENETRATES HEART candidate for next year's meeting,, its
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of Mexico City, where he isa prosper
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(Sp.eclal Dispatch.)
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 7. "The New PROPRIETORS OF THE INDIAN
APOLIS NEWS ARE THE
Mexico National Guard members are
from his strenuous
not
DEFENDANTS
said Adjutant Gen'journey
eral R. A. Ford emphatically today,
"and will take part in the war
CAMPAIGN
NOW BY STAGE maneuvers of the regulars next year. ECHO OF LAST
TRAVELING
The Associated Press dispatches yesterday applied only to the MassachuTREATED TO SOME OF MOST setts militia, which flunked in the 're- CASE GREW OUT OF SENSATION
cent maneuvers: It will be optional
"
AL CHARGES MADE CONCERN- SCENERY IN
MAGNIFICENT
with the militia in the future whether
'
ING PANAMA CANAL
CALIFORNIA
to participate or to do lighter duties,
but the New Mexico boys will take all
El Portal, Calif., Oct 7. After ar- that Is coming to them."
Indianapolis, Ind, Oct. 7. Although
nave not yet been Issued, it
subpoenas
riving here at 7 o'clock this morning,
'
is sure that, many public men, inPresident Taft abandoned the railroad DEAL ON FOR PURCHASE
OF LAST CHANCE MINE cluding Postmaster
Ganeral Hitch
for the stage coach and Is thus travelcock, Norman E. Mack and the repre
valYosemite
the
ing through
Silver City, N. M., Oct. 7. The RPntatives of J. P. Morean & Co.. will
ley to the famous big trees. The pending sale of all the mining prop- be called on to testify at the prelim- president will enjoy eight hours' stage erty of the Ernestine Mining com- inary hearing of Delevan Smith and
pany, including the wonderfully rich C. R. Williams, proprietors of the Inriding before he reaches Wawona, and
productive Last Chance mine, the dianapolis News, charged with crimwhere he will spend the night, before company's mill (now
running at its
In the Panama canal cases,
etartlng to penetrate the wonderful full capacity), water rights, etc,; lo inal libel
Sequoia grove. Luncheon will be serv; cated at Mogollon, to E. A. Wayne which will be held Monday.
ed today at Chinquapin. The rest from comes as a
fitting climax to the sev'
cheering crowds for three days with eral unusually large mining deals ATROCIOUS MURDER IN
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
no speeches to make until he reaches which have been consummated
during
Fresno, on Sunday afternoon, Is ex- the present year in the section of
(Special Dispatch.)
pected to put the president In good New Mexico directly tributary to SilSanta Fe, N. M., Oct. 7. Last nighty
shape for the remainder o'f hlsrip. ver City,. While the actual transfer
The president will probably spend has not yet been made. It has been while drunk after a dance at Lumber-ton- ,
Rio Arriba county, Pablo MarFriday night at Glacier Point, return- learned that a company capitalized
who has ali'eady served foul1
tinez,
resum
and
ing to El Portal Saturday
at $3,000,000, will take over this val-in the penitentiary for assault
years
Ael-Sra-j
Journey--Udate.
an
pi.(tpjrry at.
ing!
early
with Intent to kill, Bhot and killed Jose
aay morning, jouu muir ttuwiuyauiBu
Trujilloa well known sheep man.
At
the
the president today.
president's PASSENGER TRAINS
Martinez made his escape. Martinez
cavalrequest the escort of a troop of
BEHIND TIME TODAY was indicted at the last term of court
ry was dispensed with.
for wife beating, but his wife begged
The passenger trains have again so hard that he was discharged.
"PAT" M'ELROY PRESIDENT
been badly out of gear for some reason
FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION
today, the first section of No. 1 this DR. COOK GUEST OF '
afternoon being the only train to reach
KANSAS CITY TODAY
(Special Dispatch)
the
city on schedule time. No. 7 from
Carlsbad, N. M., Oct. 7. The New the east is
Kansas City, Oct. 7. Dr. Frederick
reported on time this
Mexico association of Volunteer Firebut No. 9 is running nearly A. Cook, the Arctic' explorer, arrived
men meeting here In annual session, evening,
an hour late. The second section of
to lecture this morning. He was
have elected P. D. McElroy, of Las No. 1 from the east this afternoon here
of honor at a luncheon and
the
guest
Vegas, president of the association for. came in an hour ,and a half late and will head the flower
parade of the
the ensuing year. McElroy Is a mem- - No. 2" from the west was an hour and
Priests of Pallas parade, a commera half behind card time.
cial organization, this afternoon.
f COLDER WEATHER .WITHIRISH CHAMPION TO
RAIN IS PREDICTED

will enjoy brief respite

molly-coddles-

l

CAMPAIGN

,

Denver, Colo., Oct . 7. High
pressure on the Pacific coast in- dlcates rain and much cooler
weather tonight throughout Col- New Mexico
orado, Wyoming,
and Arizona, according to the
U. S. weather bureau. The cold
wave Is expected to be the first
real touch of winter. A general
warning has been issued.
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London, Oct. 7.
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department

dar afternoon.

INDICATED

THIS

concern

The

charges
TWO HUNDRED FIFTY
SPECIAL
DIVORCE
ACTION,
themselves chiefly with the manner HOWEVER,
BLUE COATS WILL HANDLE
WITH
COUPLED
WRITINGS,
of assessing
and collecting fines
GREAT CROWD
ARE INCONGRUOUS
which Is declared to be illegal, ar-- i
Pittsburg, Oct. 7. A dense fog en
veloped Pittsburg today and the army
of baseball followersfear adverse
weather conditions for the first game
of world's series here tomorrow. A
Portion of the Detroit team has arrtv- ed, as nave tne memDers or toe wational Baseball commission, who will
investigate the charges of seat speculation. A force of 250 police has
been assigned to patrol the grounds
and a special train has been chartered to carry the two teams and newspapermen between Pittsburg and Detroit during the games. It is probable that Mullin will hold down the
slab for Detroit in the first game of
the world's series, while "Adams, who
was recruited a year ago from the
Denver club in the Western League,
will pitch for
Pittsburg. Weather
nrpdictions - are hat It will be fair
tomorrow. The umpires' will Toe selected at a" meeting Of the National
commission tomorrow morning.
-

,

bitrary and unjust; the process of;
assessing costs and the record, as itj London, Oct. 7. The announcement
is alleged, the absence of record kept
from London that James M. Barrie,
in police court cases.
author
and playwright, has petitioned
No indictments were returned by
the grand Jury, but it is recommend- - for a separation frbm his wife, has
ed in the supplementary report that ' created much comment here. Barrie's
tne city council snouid taKe lmme-,,..,,., nsn nf tAminne character
diate action to correct the system of:,
shown
in his books and plays, has al- m.
,w,r,H,
been
supposed to have been in- -,
WS
of, the report concluding!
plained
reement with
a
with the statement that the present
the 'da
!V0rC6'
system in the police department isihls
henw a
a reproach to the administration of i UP Ied0,wlt,h.,the ifu,,hr of
Man's
Every;
Single"
law
'
0WB" ls warded as decided.
The jury was occupied with the ma
Incongruous.
for,1?
police department investigation
f
'
two or three days. A considerable
number of witnesses were examined SON OF A LAS VEGAS
MAN RUNS PLOW WORKS
but it Is understood that the jury was
not able to connect a sufficient
j- cnam 01 evidence to warrant an in- u", bvu oa cutjuBaBr
the" ber, a West side alderman, has Just
dictment upon the line on which
'
I;- " !...
pmmotafl to 1 ftfhtsral manager
eha.Jres lire baue.
"
'V
of the Moline Plow works at Mcline,
nl- - flt the handsome salary of $12,000
HARMON MURDER TRIAL
DRAWING TO A CLOSE P1" year- - He also has stock in the
works to the amount of $65,000.
4
Mr. Barber is now in New York
(Special Dispatch)
on business 'for his company and
y
Raton, N. M., Oct. 7. It was
will
visit
case
Galveston, Texas, before
murder
Harmon
the
that
pected
be given to the Jury late this turning to the Illinois city. He and
having his wife visited the "old" man in Las
evening, closing arguments
been begun this afternoon. This case Vegas last spring, spending two days
has been one of the most' bitterly with him, and they now Insist upon it
contested in. the history of Colfax that he repay the compliment by
the best criminal lawyers in Ing and spending the entire winter
the territory being employed to rep- - with them and "the kids."
:
"
resent Elbert Harmon, the defendant. ;
The jury is expected to be out some
time.
In any event a verdict is not
UNOFFICIAL
RESULTS
s.ometlme
tomorrow,
likely before
OF BIG BALLOON RACE
.
even should the case be given to It
,
y
)
this evening.
St. Louis, Oct. 7. Unofficial v
of the big balloon race :4- j f results
which started Monday
BATTLE OF KING'S
at SL
MOUNTAIN CELEBRATED
Louis, give firsjt place for dis- - 4- f tance flight ,to the St. Louis III, f
S. L. Von Phul, pilot, and the en- Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 7. King's
Mountain day, in commemoration of f durance-- prize to the New York,
the Battle of King's Mountain in the f C. B. Harmon, nilot. The latter
Revolutionary war, when the British f also established a J new world's
forces were, defeated, is being cele- record for heighthi reaching an f
brated throughout South Carolina and
elevation of 24,200 feet.
f
Tennessee today.
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WILL WED DAUGHTER
' OF U. S. ARMY COLONEL

i

ex-,it-

ld

The host of friends in Las Vegas
will be interested to learn that Boaz
Waljton Long, son ef Judge and Mrs.
E. V. Long, of this city, will be wed
on October 19th, at San Francisco, to
Miss Wnlfred Pollock, daughter of
Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. Otis
Wheeler Pollock, of the city by the
Golden Gate. .
Invitations to the wedding have
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RULED BY ALFONSO

IIS

Albuquerque police

are made In a supplementary report
BOOKS
PROTECTION of
the territorial grand Jury presented to Judge Ira A. Abbott late yester- -

P.

KINGDOM

GRAVE ABUSES IN DUKE
BELIEVED
CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT HE WAS GENERALLY
TO HAVE SOLVED FEMININE'
Albuquerque,, N. M., Oct. 7. Grave
CHARACTER
charges against the administration of
the1

EXTRA

BLOODY REVOLUT

O'Conner
f
f sails shortly for the United States at
f
the request of John E. Redmond, the
leader, to explain -- the political
j Irish
f
to the supporters
of the
(Situation
f
j Irish cause In America and to appeal
f
f to them for funds to carry on the Paris, Oct. 7. Aleandro Le Roux, a
f
struggle for home rule. The coming
election Is regarded as one of the member of the Spanish chamber of
f
'
most critical periods in the fight.
deputies, who is returning to Spain
after two years' exile in Brazil, declared today the the liberal elements
in Spain were now concentrated and
that a revolution was possible and
easy. '
The police today broke up a gathering of social revolutionists who had
assembled before the Spanish embassy
to protest against the trying of Far-rethe leader of the Barcelona revoThey
by a court martial.
lutionists,
of
acquiring this interest
The Commercial club of this city privilege
later paraded the streets, carrying a
a
this
Is
date
off,
yet
year
Although
second
has sold its interest in the
the 'purchase wasconsummated with banner reading "The Monks want the
floor of the handsome Masonic Tem- the best interests of the Commercial head of Farrer."
ple on Douglas avenue, to the Mason- club in view.
Repulse Night' Attack
The board of directors of the club,
ic Building association, owner of the
Oct. 7. The searchlights of
Melilla,
is
recent
a
at
Presiauthorized
The
meeting,
price paid
building proper.
the
army revealed" a nigbt at
Spanish
W.
J.
Geo.
dent
Lucas
and
in the neighborhood of $12,000.
Secretary
This, deal has been pending for A. Fleming to sign the necessary
some time and Its consummation papers or the transfer of the prop'.
does not come as a surprise. At the erty.
time the Masonic Temple was built,
Secretary Fleming, in discussing
the plans at first called for but two the matter with an Optic representafloors. The Montezuma club, which tive today, stated that the Commerwas in existence at that time, enter- cial club would still occupy the seced into an agreement with the Ma- - ond floor., ' '.
sonlo Building association, to stand
"The, club directors have entered
r
lease," said Mr.
the cost of an extra floor, provided into a
the building was made three stories. Fleming, "for the use of the second Denver, ; Oct. 7. Oscar E. Droege,
The proposition met with favor floor, with the privilege of renewing wanted for embezzlement in New
and the building was made a three-stor- y this lease for a like period at the ex- York, made a sensational escape from
structure.
piration of th-- present lease. The the city jail here early this morning.
'At the time of the consolidation Commercial club owns all the furni- While a confederate sawed through
of the Montezuma club, the Board of ture in its club rooms. and - this the bars of his cell from the outside,
s
at bay with
Trade and the Commercial club, into change puts the club in better shape Droege held his
one organization, the present Com- financially than it has ever been. a revolver. The confederate then stood
mercial club, the latter assumed the The Masons will at once Install a guard for two hours, preventing the
indebtedness originally incurred by steam heating plant on " the third cell mates pivlng an alarm.
the Montezuma club, and took over floor, put in a new boiler and otherStole $10,000
the second floor of the Masonic Tem- wise improve the building. The heatNew York. Oct 7. Oscar E. Droege,
ple, the present elegant quarters of ing plant will be run by the Commerthe club. At the time, it was agreed cial club, which will supply heat for who broke jail at Denver today, was
that at a certain time the Masonic the third floor, which heretofore has a bookkeeper In the New York state
sanitarium for Incipient tuberculars.
Building association should have the been heated by stoves."
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WILL OCCUPY BOX FOR
TIGERS, ADAMS FOR THE

MULLIN

-

tack by the Moors last night. The attack was repulsed after half an hour
of hard figliting.
TWO BIG RECLAMATION
PROJECTS ARE APPROVED

(Special Dispatch)
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 7. Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today an;
proved the application of T. A. Ezell
for a $700,000 irrigation project in
southern Eddy county, to take water
out of the Pecos river and store it in
a reservoir of 110,000 acre feet capacity; also the application of the Amargo
Ditch and Land company to take sixty second feet of water out of the
Navajo river to reclaim eight thousand
acres in Rio Arriba county near
at a cost of . $40,000.
Lum-berto-

MAKES SENSATIONAL

MOR E SETTLING OF CASES
OUT OF COURT,
The unlawful, not to say vicious,
practice of settling criminal cases
out of court is to be a thing of the
past in San Miguel county, That is,
this is to be the case If District At
torney" Charles W. O. Ward has his
y about it
District Attorney Ward gave a
statement to The Optic today rela
tive to the John Calloway forgery
case, mention of which was made In
last evening's Optic.
"There is to be no settling 6f criminal cases out of court hereafter
where I can prevent it," stated the
district attorney today. "I, would not
listen to the efforts made to drop the
prosecution of John Calloway, the
yesterday, charged
negro arrested
with passing forged checks at the
Optimo, Arcade and Antlers saloons.
As a result Calloway this morning
when arraigned before Justice of the
Peace D. R. Murray, waived a preliminary examination and was held to
the grand Jury in the sum of $500
bail, which he failed to give and as
a result is still In Jail.' The persons
who take it upon themselves to set
tie cases out of court where the offense is a felony, hold themselves
liable to prosecution on the charge of
compounding a felony. The practice

':

ESCAPE FROM DENVER JAIL

five-yea-

He disappeared in 1908 short $10,000
in his accounts. A reward of $250 was
offered for his capture.
750,000
I

PRAIRIE DOGS
DISPATCHED

BY POISON

cell-mate-

Kansas City, Oct 7. More than
750,000 prairie dogs have been killed
throughout the southwest in the past
eight months by J. W. Holman, an
dffiqlal
government poisoner.
expects to double the death list
of these pests during the winter. The
government pays Holman a cent and
a half for each dog killed.
--

Hol-ma-

b

SAYS WARD

must be stopped, even if I have
an example of 'some one."
Although the money secured by
Calloway on the alleged forged checks
Is said to have been paid back, this
does not clear him of the charge of
forgery and District 'Attorney Ward
Is determined to prosecute lhlm
e
full extent of the law. It has
developed since yesterday that he not
only passed a check at the Optimo
bar, but also at two other places, the
Arcade and Antlers saloons, he securing at each place the sum of $8, mak-i- n
the total amount he got on alleged
bogus paper $32. In each Instance,,
the check bore the purported signa- - a
ture of Dr. F. R. Lord, the local dento-th-

tist

MICHIGAN

PROTECTS
HOTEL

BELL BOYS

Saginaw, Mich., Oct 7. Hotel bell
boys in Michigan will no longer be

allowed to carry drinks between the
bar and a guest's room. There is
a statute making it an offense
boys to do anything 'demoralizing-ttheir character and "the hotel
proprietors will be notified that bov
under 21 will not he allowed to serve
drinks.

to-hir-e
o

.
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TWO

ROCK ISLAND TO
ANNOUNCE

way company; provided, (however
no case shall such service be
considered for any period rior to
October 1, 1852. Leave of absence,
suspension dismissal followed by reinstatement within one year, or temporary layoff account reduction of
force, shall not be considered a break
in the continuity of service.
"Rules and regulations of the pension system will be published later.
"EDW. S. MOORE,
"Second Assistant to President."

that in

NEW

PENSION SYSTEM
PROVIDES FOR COMPULSORY
TIREMENT AT AGE OF

RE-

70 YEARS

RAILROAD

JUNE

30, I'JIO

All Employes in Service of Company
.25 Years and Longer to be Taken

Care of In Declining Years Other
Items of Interest In Railroad Cir-cles.

Within a few days the Rock Island
will announce a comprehensive pension system which will be more liberal and complete, than any now In
use on any American railway. The
system will be put Into effect on June
30,

19H).

.

.

'

For
the officials 6fhe
Rock Island have been engaged In
gathering data from their different
which would enable
departments
them to put their system Into operation. Circulars have been sent out,
and blanks have been distributed
among the leading officials, upon
which statistics have been compiled
which have enabled the company to
work out a- - system which Is said to
be an elaborate one.
One feature of the new pension
system of the Rock Island will be
the compulsory retirement of all employes of the railroad who have reached the age of 70. When this fakes
effect June 30, it Is expected a large
number of the aged employes of the
system will be placed on the retired
list with a pension which will be
fitinneh to nrnvldo mpans of susten
ance for the rest of their lives. The
Rock Island has 45,000 employes, and
a large number are well along In
years.
Another feature will be the elective
"
retirement of all employes who have
reached the age of 65. This' Is a lib
eral provision and will doubtless be
the cause of a number of older employes taking life easy for the rest
of their days.
The only requirement for a pension
,
Is 25 years of service. There Is no
limit set upon, the age at which the
company will employ a man in the
first instance. The provisions of
the system allow for all leaves of
folabsence, suspension, dismissal
lowed by reinstatement within one
year, of temporary layoff on account
of a reduction of force, without the
continuity of service being Impaired.
The following circular letter has
been forwarded to the heads of the
different departments, and 13 in itof the system:
self
"To Heads of Departments:
"It Is the intention of the above lines
to inaugurate a pension system on or
about January 1, 1910, and with this
object in view, we have today forwarded you a supply of personal record blanks and cards. These blanks
and cards are to be used only for
such officers and employes, whose
entire time has been given to company's service (Joint employes with
other railroads and express companies are eligible), and who have
and will attain the age of 70 years,
June 30 1910; also for those who
have been In continuous serylce 25
or more years, and have become permanently Incapacitated, regardless of
age. The personal record blanks,
form No. 102, are to be filled out by
each employe above specified, and
the personal record card?; form No.
G100, are to be filled out by the head
of each department; two cards to
be used for each record, the original
card to be forwarded to this office
with the personal record blank attached thereto, and duplicate card
some-tim-

e

.

"The term of service shall be considered from the day since which
they have been continuously employ
ed upon any of the railroads now
known as the Rock Island lines,
whether prior . to, or subsequent to
their control or acquisition by the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail
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NOTES

Fireman J. F. Jackson is off engine 1214 for one trip.
Brakeman W. H. Shaffer drew pay
yesterday for helping out In the local
railroad yard.
Fireman J. A. Ackerman has reported for engine 1203, having been
off several days.
Engineer H. Hartley has reported
for duty after having laid off sever
al trips, recreating.
Switchman Joe Murphy 'resumed
work this morning, though his honeymoon has only begun.
There were two sections of No. 1
passenger train from the east this
afternoon on account of heavy traffic.
Engineer F. C. Smith and Fireman
C. A. Ford have reported for engine
1602, after having been off a couple
of trips.
There were two sections of No. 31
redball freight west out of this city
yesterday, occasioned by a pick up
in traffic.
A special land excursion car containing 34 people was set out of passenger train No. 7 at French station
yesterday.
Brakeman Geo. F. Moye is off work
on account of the weather and perhaps thinking he might catch a train
to conduct over the road in the in-- ,
terim.
Conductor' Harry L. Creswlck and
his freight crew, Messrs J. P. Young
and A. Baker, took out the first section of No. 1 passenger train yesterday, afternoon.
Porter Bowen is a new member of
Conductor Chas H. Stevenson's' passenger crew on the north end. He
is running temporarily in the place
of Porter Burns.
Bud Jones, who had been working
for the Rocky Mountain at Koehler,
N. M., has resigned his position there
and accepted one as car inspector
at Hebron for the Santa Fe.
Conductor M. N. Thompson of the
Santa Fe coast lines at Winslow has
brought his wife to Albuquerque to
receive treatment at the Santa Fe
hospital, and she Is reported improv
ing.
Elsewhere in The Optic the Santa
Fe Railway company advertises low
rates of fare to Ijhe territorial fair,
also to El T aso on the occasion of
the meetingw Presidents Taft and
,

Diaz.

Conductor R. S. Aird and his
freight crew brought No. 9 passenger
train to this city from Raton last
evening, the regular crews bringing
in the two sections of No. 1 passenger train.
The Northern Pacific railway has
sent H. J. Titus, the company's dinabroad to
ing car superintendent,
make a study of the best hotels, clubs
and cafes to get new ideas for the
line's dining car service.
The management of the Erie claims
that this road has not killed a single
passenger in five years. During that
time, it has carried a total of three
r
billions of people
and
and its passenger trains have run a
total of 50,000,000 miles.
Conductor J. B. Crane, his train
crew and J. B. Floyd, a cattle inspec
tor and stock yards superintendent,
fed and watered four cars of sheep
belonging to Sol Luna, of Los Lunas,
yesterday here. The sheep were, in
transit from Magdalena to OptI6,
Neb., a town that ought to amount
to something, if there's anything in
a name.
While on a siding ' at jBernalillo
yesterday with passenger train No. 2,
giving the California limited a clear
track, someone yelled and waved at
Conductor G. H. Rhodes from the
observation car on the rear of the
flyer. It proved to be a brother-in-lawhom he had not seen In five
years, though hearing from him regularly at Independence, Kansas.
According to an official of the San
ta Fe, the daylight train between Albuquerque and El Paso will be arranged for at the fall meeting of the
traffic officials to arrange the new
schedule of trains for the entire sys
tem. That the train will be put on
is an assured fact, the official sa$jB,
and it will be running as soon as the
necessary arrangements can be made
for it.,
C. W. Lackey, an employe of the
Santa Fe coast lines at Winslow, has
been in Albuquerque for several days.
He is organizer of the American Railroad Employes and Investors' association for the coast lines, and reports branches established at Needles,
Barstow, San Bernardino, Los Angeles and San Diego. He says interest
In the organization is growing rapidly among the railroad men.
Members of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Fireman and Engineers
have given out information that within the next thirty days the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Engineers of the Atlantic division of
the Southern Pacific, extending from
New Orleans to El Paso, Tex., will
band the general officers of that road
at Houston, Texas, an ultimatum in
-
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PRICE OF EGGS
SOARS HIGHER;

A real surprise awaits everv suf
ferer from kidney or bladri
who takes several doses of
Pape's
diuretic. Misery in the back, sides
or loins, sick headache, nervousness,
rheumatism pains, heart palpitations!
dizziness, sleeplessness, inflamed or
swollen eyelids, lack ofy enere-- tnn,i
ah symptoms of
kidneys
simpiy vanisn.
Uncontrollable urination
ly at night), smarting, offensive and
discolored water and other bladder
misery ends.
The moment you y susoef
or urinary disorder, or feel any rheumatism, begin taking this harmless
medicine, with the knowled CA that
there is no other remedy, at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world, which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cen- t
treatment of Pape's Diuretic, which
any druggist can supply.
It is needless to feel mlsprahia
worried, because this unusual nwna.
ration goes at once to the
der, kidneys and urinarv svstom
tributing its cleansing, healing and
strengthening influence directly upon
the organs and glands affected, and
completes the 'cure before you real-

nwr

out-of--

ize

it

Your physician, pharmacist. hanVpr- or any mercantile agency will tell
you that Pape, Thompson & Pape, of
Cincinnati, is a large and reBnonsihio
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
or your confidence.
Only curative results
can come
from taking Pape's Diuretic, and a
few days' treatment will make any
one feel fine.
,
Accept only Pane's Diuretic fi ft v.
cent treatment any drug store anywhere in the world.
i

the route of
El Paso will be
that
it was said, the conduc
the fastest train between Chicago tors reason,
and engineers were able to pad
coast
if
the
of
and the
present plan
their time cards with the assistance
the Rock
of the
Subseauentlv.
on

Pacific passenger departments Is
carried out. According to the report
the Golden State limited will be made
a flyer from Chicago through to Los
Angeles without any change of equipment. The tourist and chair cars
will be taken off this train and it will
be made a , standard
equipment
throughout. The observation and din
ing cars will be run through
from Chicago to the coast, instead of
being changed at El Paso and a wait
of only a few minutes will be made
at the union depot instead of 15 min
utes in the evening and 20 minutes
at noon as at present.
Uncle Jimmy Smith Is not the only
dairyman having & copyright on the
headline "400 cows;- - count 'em." The
Harvey system of eating houses has
purchased 300 acres of land near
Prescott, Ariz., on which 400 cows,
(sounds familiar, does that particular
number of bovlnes) will be pastured,
each cow having a little less than an
acre in which to frisk and gambol to
her heart's content. The Harvey system was recently granted permission
by the city council of Prescott to establish a model dairy on a large tract
of land which has been purchased
near that city and all of the dairy
products used in the string of Harvey
bouses from Kansas City to the coast,
Including the El Paso eating house,
will be supplied with fresh dairy pro
ducts each day from the Prescott
dairy. El Paso Herald.
A mass meeting of employees of
the Missouri Pacific Iron Mountain
system, which included conductors,
engineers, firemen, brakemen, switchmen, shopmen and trackmen, was
the
held at Sedalia, Missouri,
other afternoon, to discuss the advisability of organizing an insurance
branch for the pensioning of aged
and .injured persons in the service of
the company. A. L. Prlngle, city councilman, a machinist in the Sedalia
shops, was chairman of the meeting.
The almost unanimous voice of the
delegates was in favor of inaugurating a pension system after the style
of that in vogue on the Pennsylvania
Railway. A committee of five was
appointed to visit the different shops
and divisional point3 on the system
for the purpose of ascertaining the
feeling of the employees.
Several of the Colorado & Southern
and Santa Fe passenger conductors
who recently lost their positions during a wholesale discharge of employes, following, it is said, a discovery of fraud in relation to the padding
of time cards and the raising of paychecks, are being reinstated. No explanation is given for putting the
men back at work, but it is rumored
that the evidence upon which they
were discharged has Blnce been found
insufficient. When the men were discharged It was reported that widespread conspiracy to defraud both the
Colorado & Southern and Santa Fe
roads had been unearthed on the
Pueblo division. These roads operate
under a joint trackage agreement between Pueblo and Denver, and for
A Reliable Remedy

- FOR
CATARRH

Ely's Crpam Balm
It

quickly absorbed.
Civet Relief at Once.

TRY iTHIS FOR
YOUR COUGH

AFTER A FEW DOSES

which the latter will be asked to rescind a portion of the " contract
made with the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. The contract in
question gives the engineers the
power to adjust all grievances of the
firemen and other engineers not members of the engineers' organization.
"We will demand of the company that
the firemen, be allowed to look after
their own grievances and that they
treat directly with a grievance committee from our own organization,"
said a member.
What was at first thought to be
an invitation to the marriage of F.
H. Shaffer, chief train dispatcher for
the Santa Fe in Las Vegas, was received by Harry W. Kelly upon his
return from Albuquerque yesterday.
However, it proved to be "A. P. Shaver," who was married to Miss Florence J. Youngblood, daughter of Mrs.
Wallace B. Youngblood at the home
of Mrs. C. F. Horn, 502 Fourteenth
avenue, in Detroit, Mich., Saturday
evening, October 2 at 8:30. That's
all The Optic knows about it.
A row is on between the railroads
leading out of Pittsburg which may
result in the Wabash severing connection with the Central Passenger
association. The Wabash has forced
the railroads to announce a $5 round- trip rate from Pittsburg for the
world's champlbnship baseball games
at Detroit. The Wabash astounded
other roads by announcing the $5 rate,
The Pittsburg passenger ' committee
denianded a recall of the announcement. The Wabash people stood pat.
The Pennsylvania, the' Baltimore. &
Ohio and the Pittsburg and Lake
Erie then announced that they would
at least meet the cut and perhaps
do more. The Wabash has already
booked 2,000 persons for the Detroit

trip.
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LAME BACKS FEEL FINE

THE RAILROAD WORLD

IN

EFFECTIVE
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It cleanses, soothes,
heals end protects
tue diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Tate and Bmell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm fur use in atomizers 75 eta.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

timekeeper.
when this timekeeper was removed,
an auditor, in checking over his accounts, unearthed many discrepan
cies.
Specialty made of washing railroad
men's overalls, etc. The Pearl Hand
Laundry, phone Main 215, corner
Twelfth and National. Agency at
Ward's Cigar store, 431 R. R. Ave.

THE JUDELL HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Consisting of rugs, dishes, curtains
and all house furnishings will be
sold. They can be seen on third floor
s
of the
Co. warehouse, "Friday, Saturday and Monday.
Browne-Manzanare-

"New

Mexico's

I

"

.

.

,

.

one-fift-
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Lightest, 'Most If
Modern Store

Mix two ounces of glycerine with.
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
Shake well, and
whiskey.
straight
DEALERS
PREDICT THAT THEY take in doses of a
teaspoonful
every
MAY REACH 40 CENTS
four hours. This mixture possesses
PER DOZEN
the healing, heai:hful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold in 24
hours and cure any - cough that is
THE REASON
FOR THIS curable. In
having 'this formula put
up, be sure that your druggist uses
The Increased Cost is Due to Fact the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine comThat Eggs Put In Storage Have pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
Been Bought at Advanced Whole- only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cinsale Price Now Range From 30 cinnati, O.
to 35 Cents a Dozen.
stored for fall use. These were purchased at the rate of six dollars per
The probabilities now are that Las case, or
twenty cents per dozen. . EsVegas residents will have to pay timating the cost of crating and storthirty-fiv- e
cents per dozen for eggs age, these cannot be put on the marcents
throughout the winter, and possible ket for less than twenty-fiv- e
conditions may arise later, which may wholesale price. Eggs are now sellcents wholesale
cause the prices to go as high as ing for twenty-on- e
'
forty cents. This is due to the fact prices.
The egg season, as it is defined, 13
that the demand for eggs' has been
from
the 15th day of March until the
a
in
other
while
than
larger
years,
shortage has been represented and 1st day of May, approximately. This
eggs put into the cooler at a price is the time of the year when eggs
five cents higher than that paid for are laid most plentifully, and it is at
eggs any previous year. Necessarily, this time when the eggs are of the
the price of taking the eggs out of best quality. It is the eggs laid at this
storage must be correspondingly high. time of the year that the storage men
Throughout .. the summer season, try to secure. They are stored In the
when eggs ought to he cheap, the coolers, for the fall and winter season.
Sometime in August the storage
price of the product has kept up at
cents. This houses begin putting out the eggs in
figures near twenty-fiv- e
has been the condition, in spite of storage, and by December 1st the sup
the fact that the supply has been ply should be exhausted. It would be
more plentiful than for any year pre- unsafe to have any of the stored eggs
vious. The supply, however, has been on hand after December, as It is about
misrepresented earlier in the spring, that time that the egg season opens in
either by the cold storage houses, or the south and west. These eggs are
by speculators who furnish the stor- shipped over the country and supply
the demand from the first of the y,ar
age, houses.
The fact remains that eggs are now until March. If the weather Is favorbeing sold at retail at from thirty able about the first of the year and
to thirty-fiv- e
cents per dozen, ac- the storage houses have not emptied
The storage their coolers, they sustain a direct
cording to quality.
houses are unwilling to take the re- loss. If, however, the weather cools
sponsibility for the conditions. It is and no eggs are forthcoming, and the
stated that speculators who purchased storage supply is low, there will be a
the eggs from the farmers last spring shortage and the prices will soar upcirculated the report that there would ward.
The supply of fresh eggs the past
be a shortage of eggs this year. The
eggs were sold tovthe cold storage summer was plentiful, according to
houses at high prices, and they are the statement of the egg dealers. The
was largely
diminished,
being held until the prevailing prices supply
permit their being put on the market however, during the Intense hot
weather, by the fact that about twenty
with profit.
There were more eggs in storage per cent of the eggs were lost by bethis summer than last summer. The coming spoiled. It Is necessary t
h
prevailing high prices of last spring candle all eggs and about
caused the consumption of eggs to of them are taken out.
be greatly
diminished.
This produced a larger supply which could be I Everybody reads The Optic.
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STYLISH
DRESSES
ONE-PIEC- E'

gaining in popularity every
Are has
a style met with such

day, Never has a style been so neat, dressy and attractive. Never
models, either extreme or
general approval. The Moyen-Ag- e
They come in all desirable fabrics such as Broadcloth, Prunella,
"
--

modified, are the favorites.
Henrietta, Cashmere, Silk Eolienne and Taffeta.
All popular colors are represented in the various shades at prices ranging from $14.50 to $35.

TAILORED SUITS

BLACK SILK WAISTS

are still the most desirable of
Ladies' Ready-to-Wegarments.
Our line is one of the best in the
Territory, including all the best
styles of the season.

are very much in demand this
season and the new styles are
unusually pretty.
Trimmed in tucks, plaits,
braids and jets, they combine
style with comfort and service.
Taffeta, Pear de Soie and Silk
Net are the most desirable fabrics, with taffeta in the lead.

EXCLUSIVE STYLES
is a strong feature in our Suit

department
We buy but one garment of a
kind and positively will not duplicate any suit in the house.
Style, quality and prices guar-

anteed.
Suits, from $15.00 to 75.00.

GUARANTEED
Taffeta Waists are difficult to
secure, but that is what we will
sell you. We will guarantee onr
black Taffeta Waist for THREE
MONTHS from the date of sale.
Prices $5.00 and 110.00.
,

NEWEST STYLES
IN FURS

.

Good Furs are becoming more
difficult to secure every year.
As a result, each season, there
are more and better imitations
of the better Furs. That is why
it is advisable to bny your Furs
as soon as possible and to buy
from a house who will guarantee
these goods. And that is why
our Fur business is steadily increasing each year. We guarantee every piece of Fur to be just
as represented and as cheap as
possible, consistent with desirable qualities. Let us show you
the newest ideas in pretty Furs.

BLANKETS and COMFORTS
is a good time to think about your Winter supply of Blankets and Comforts, We have an
line of blankets in grey, tan and white ranging in price from $5 to f 12. in comions
comfort we can sell you at
we can furnish anything you may wish. We have a good,
85c and all qualities from that up to the down comforts, covered with Silk Mull at $12. each.

This

full-siz-

ed

KNIT GOODS

OUTING FLANNEL GOWNS

This is decidedly a season for Sweaters. There is
no garment in Ladies' wear so generally useful, none
more comfortable, none more serviceable. And this
Season, with the fancy weaves, neat and desirable
color combinations and variety of styles, they are
more popular than ever.
r
We have an excellent assortment in Cardinal,. Oxford and White and pretty color combinations in
to
lengths from
Prices, $3 00 to $10.00.

are very desirable these cool nights and as winter
draws nearer they will become more so. We have a
large assortment of LADIES' and MISSES' Outing
Flannel Gowns made from good material and in very
desirable styles. They come in pink, blue and white
in solid colors and in fancy 6tripes, are neatly trimmed with braids, bands and feather stitching. These
garments are all full size and fast colors.
Prices range from 50c to $2.00 each.

KNIT SKIRTS

We also have a good variety of Ladies' short Skirts
in Outing flannel. These oome in fancy stripes at
50c each.

,

are also much in demand and come in a large variety
of colors and combinations, at 35o to 11.60 each.
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VALUABLE PREMIUMS FOR BEST
EXHIBITS AT HARVEST CARNIVAL
mantle
Saturday promises to be a big day prize, f5; second,
in the history of Las Vegas and San clock by Baily's Curio store.
Best driving stallion, any breed, first
Miguel county. On that day will b
$5; second, driving whip by
prize,'
held the Harvest Carnival at the Na; F. E. Valdez.
exhibwhich
tional Guard armory, at
Best hog,- any breed or sex, first
its of fruits, grains, livestock, min- prize, pair shoes by Stern & Nahm;
M. Monsimer.
erals, etc., from all parts of San second, $1 sugar by
or
Best
draft
colt; first
driving
and
for
be
will
made,,
Miguel county
which a long list of valuable premiums prize, choice of entire season of either
gold-plate-

d

-

Is offered. The entries already exceed Maybrook or Iowa Bob; second, second
all expectations, and there will be the choice.
Minerals
keenest rivalry to carry off the numerBest display of all classes of minous prizes which will be awarded for
the best exhibits. Following is a list erals,' first prize, $3 coffee by John A.
of the premiums, together with the Papen; second, 1 sack flour by John
rules governing participation hi the H. York.
Best display of gold, copper and silcarnival:
1 cigar and ash tray by Center
ver,
Grains
Class
Best exhibit of oats and wheat in Block Pharmacy.
Best display gold, 1 box cigars by
sheaf; first prize, $7.50 merchandise
Gonzales.
Adelaido
1
ton
N.
W.
Rosenthal; second,
by
Best display, silver and lead ore, 1
coal by O. W. Condon.
Best .peck of wheat, first prize, $5 alarm clock by W. F. Doll.
Best display copper ore, $2 watch
alfalfa by T. H. Moen; second, 1 pair
repairing done by DeSoto H. Grant.
high top shoes, Appel Bros.
Best display iron ore, 1 briar pipe
Best peck of oats, first prize, 1 plow
O. M. Ward.
second,
by
Ilfeld
company;
by Charles
Best display coal, 1 pair shoes by
100 'pounds best
flour, by J. H.
C. V. Hedgcock.
Stearns.
Best peck of barley, first prize, 1
Poultry and Dairy
large .ham by W. O. Wood; second,
Person showing best lot of any one
1 hay fork by1 F. J. Gehring.
class of poultry, first prize, 5 worth
Best ten ears of corn, any variety, of poultry supplies by H. O. Brown
dozen cans fruit, Trading company;
first prize, one-hasecond, China
by J. Y. Lujan; second, 1 small wood plaque, by Sabino Lujan;
heater, by L. W. Ilf eld.
Person making largest number5 of
Best bale of alfalfa, first prize, $5 entries In poultry department, first
merchandise by Graaf & Hayward.
prize, ?5 merchandise by C. D.
Best display of cut grasses in va- Boucher; second, Sensible coffee pot
riety, first prize, $5 in wall paper by by R. L. Richmond.
L. V. Lumber company; second, f 500
Best lot turkeys, $5 rocker by J. C.
&
insurance policy by Investment
jJohnsen & Son.
Agency corporation.
Best lot geese, ?& waist oy Mrs. a.
Best display of millet in sheaf, Standish.
first prize, $5 in merchandise by the
Best lot ducks, $2 merchandise by
Hub: second, gent's sweater, El O. G. Schaefer.
Palacio.
Best lot pigeons, fancy vase by
Best display sugar cane, 1st prize, Walter Bierman.
$3 in merchandise, L. V. Mercantile
Best three pounds butter, 1 dozen
company; second, I box cigars by D. China cups and saucers by Five and
Silva.
Ten Cent store.
Best general exhibit off government
Women's Work
land, final proof fee by R. L. M. Ross,
Best collection of home-- fancy work,
II. S. court commissioner.
1 pair lady's ?5 shoes, by E. Rosen-walClass Vegetables
& Son.
i
Best display of vegetables, assorted
Best collection preserves, 1 ?5 wool
varieties, aggregating 250 pounds, first dress pattern by Jake Graaf.
decorated
Best loaf of bread,
prize, ?5 in merchandise by Bacharach
Bros.; second, 1 glass water pitcher by China tea set by the Store That's AlPete Basleer.
ways Busy.
Best twelve sugar beets without IrBest cake, 1 dozen photos by R. L.
1
barrel
single
Tooker.
rigation, special prize,
shot gun by M. Cellers.
Best patch quilt, 1 pair lady's shoes
Best twelve irrigated sugar beets, by M. Danziger.
f
ton coal by James
first prize,
Best embroidered work, 1 lady's
O'Byrne; second, 1 bowl and pitcher blue ghirt waist pattern by O. Maloof.
Best home-mad- e
by N. C. de Baca.
rug, 1 cook book by
...
G. Murphey.j
jxitatoes. saecial
canay,
prize, cash $5, first prize, 1 pair farmBest assortment nome-maa- e
er's lace boots by Canter's Guarantee 1 box fancy stationary by1. Mrs. M.
Shoe store; second, 1 pair Jack Rab- J. Woods.
bit corduroy pants by Canter's GuarSporting Events
antee Shoe store.
Winner
1st. 100 yards foot race.
: Pest peck of beans ,1 pair moccasins $1 dance tickets,
presented by M. W.
Cain.
by Mackel's Curio store.
2nd. Three-le-g
.
Best six head of cabbage, $1.
race, open to all, $2
Best six squashes, 1 box cigars by In merchandise by E. E. French.
3rd. Girls' race, 50 yards, $1 dance
Simpkins Bros.
Best six pumpkins, 1 box cigars by tickets by M. W. ,Caln.
4th. Tug of war, six on a side, beWinters Drug company.
Best twelve onions, 2 In tickets tween farmers and firemen, $5 merchandise by Laubach & Benjamin.
by Crystal theatre.
Best twelve table beets, 50c.
5th. Burro race, must be at least
box cigars
Best twelve turnips, 50c.
; four to enter,
by A.
Best twelve parsnips, 50c.
Archuleta.
Best twelve carrots, 50c.
6th. Bicycle race, must be at least
three to enter and no coasting alPest twelve oyster plants, 50c.
lowed. Fancy shirt by Joe Fidel.
Class Fruits
7th. Keg rolling race, open to all,
Best and largest display of fruits,
all kinds, first prize, 1 case grape meerschaum holder, by Charles RosenJuice by Charles Greenclay; second, thal.
8th. Quarter mile pony race, $5
1 dozen photos by Waterman.
Best display of apples, on twelve merchandise by Hugh Callaway.
9th. 100 yard race for National
plates, first prize, 1 case of wine by
J. B. Mackel; second, 1 lady's hat by Guardsmen, $5 merchandise by W.
worth of work B. Rhodes.
Mrs. Strass; third,
10th. Fat man's race, merchandise
by F. Nolette.
Best display of pears, first prize, 1 by J. H. Tolle.
11th. Three leg race, fat men only,
picture by L. V. Undertaking company; second, $1 merchandise by L. V. 100 two for 25c cigars by John Thomp'
son.
Bakery.
12th. Running high Jump, merchanBest display of plums on twelve
'plates, $1 merchandise by J. Thorn-hill- . dise by Vincent Trader.
13th. Coupling contest between fireLlvestcok
men, 1 keg merchandise by Webb &
Note. Those exhibiting live stock McGuIre.
14th. Exhibition run and contest bewill be charged, an entry fee of 50
tween two fire departments, $5 merBest beef exhibit, any breed bull, chandise by Opera bar.
first prize, $5; second, $3.
Rules and Regulations
Best beef exhibit, any breed bull,
The following rules and regulations
$5; second, ?3.
will be strictly adhered to, and every
Best dairy stock, any breed, bull, one who expects to enter fpr any of
$5; second, 1 ton coal by H. G. Coors. the premiums should become thoroughBest dairy stock, any breed, cows, ly familiar with them, as they will
$5; second, $5 pair pants by M. Green-berge- not be deviated from.
First Each exhibit must be enterBest driving horse, first prize, 1 pair ed in its respective class, viz:
gloves by J. A. Talchert; second, 1 box Scientific dry farming or Irrigated
cigars by Red Cross Drug company.
farming.
Best draft stallion, any breed, 'first ' Second Persons who expect to com- v

lf

.

d
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pete for the "general farm exhibit"
must remember that every article or
product entered must be the product
of the farm on which the person entering such exhibit lives.
Third All persons who wish to enter the "general farm exhibit" must
enter all articles under one name;
that is,' you may enter grain, vegetables or canned goods, etc., under the
)
name of the head of the family.
Fourth All exhibits will be numbered by the secretary or his assistant
In charge of the various departments,
and a check given for every article.
The name of the person making the
exhibit must not appear on any article
entered.
Fifth Each department will be In
charge of a superintendent, and the
general arrangement and the moving
in or out of the department must be
subject to his orders.
Sixth All questions or disputes, If
any, must be refgrred to the superintendent for his decision. An appeal
may be made In writing and taken to
the executive committee, who will hold
session if necessary, at which time all
questions affecting the rights of exhibitors will be decided.
Seventh Premiums will be turned
over to the successful exhibitors only
upon the presentation of an "order
duly signed by the secretary and president.
Eighth Any person who shall, use
dishonest or unfair means to win any
premium will be disqualified to receive any premium.
Ninth No article will be accepted
for entry after 6 o'clock on Friday,
October 8. This is necessary that the
committee may get the exhibit placed.
AMERICANS

MAKING
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And many other painful and
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
can fe avoided by
using
Mother's Friend. This
rem- -
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Zacatecas, Mex., Oct. 7. Enterprising Americans are making fortunes in
One of
Mexico in unexpected places.
the latest and greatest of the projects
Is in the Zacatecas mining district.
Mining has been carried on here on
an extensive scale for nearly three
centuries. Until a few years ago only
the most primitive methods were used
for milling ore and extracting bullion.
All tailings from the crude reduction
mills flowed into the Laguna de Pe
dernalillo, a body of water near tho
mines.
This waste has accumulated until it
is estimated it aggregates more than
14,000,000 tons. Recently an American
mining man looking over the Zacatecas district took samples from the bed
of Laguna de Pedernalillo and . had
them analyzed. Returns showed tha'
the tailings run from $10 to $18 In gold
per ton. At this rate, 14,000,000 tons
of tailings have a value of ?14,000,000
to $250,000,000 in gold.
Engineers were immediately employed to make soundings of the lcke
and, prepare plans for draining it. The
preliminary work has been finished
and a channel for the carrying of the
water will soon be cut. A concession
for the enterprise and title to the
lake and all its contents have been secured. The tailings will be treated by
the modern process and all value ex'
tracted.
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL
APPLICATIONS, as
they' cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh ia a blood or constitutional disease, and in order to cure It
you must take Internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ly, and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is. not a quack medicine. It, was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a
regular prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingre
dients is what produces such wonderful results In curing catarrh. Send
'.
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
'
Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Toledo,

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
Idleness is the
poverty.

master

'

key

to

More Than Enough is Too Much
To maintain health, a mature man
or woman needs just enough food to
repair the waste and supply energy
and body heat. The habitual con
sumption of more food than Is necessary .for these purposes Is the prime
cause of stomach troubles, rheumatism and disorders of the kidneys. If
troubled with indigestion, revise your
diet, let reason and not appetite control and take a few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
and you will soon be all right again.
For sale by all dealers.
BEWARE OF A NEW

COUNTERFEIT

$5 BILL

INCORPORATED 1006

CHARLES ILF ELD

WHOLESALE

COMPANY

Distributing Agents of

For Benefit of Women who
Suffer
from Female Ills
.
Minneapolis, Minn. "I was a great
from female
.

,

Jno. Deere

IMPLEMENTS
McCormio

.

offerer

troubles which
caused a weakness
and broken down
condition of the
system. I read so
muchofwhatLydia
E. Pinkham's vegetable Compound
had done for other
suffering women I
felt sure it would
help me, and I must
say it did help me
My
V 3 wonderfully.
pains all left me, I
and
three
within
month
Pew stronger,
a perfectly well woman.
"I want this letter made public to
show the benefit women may derive
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound." Mrs. John G. Hold an,
2115 Second St, North, Minneapolis,
Minn.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials like the above prove)
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, which is made
exclusively from roots and herbs.
Women who suffer from those dis
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
not lose sight of these tacts or doubt
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to restore their
health.

.

Deering
Champion

MACHINERY
Moline
Studebaker

WAGONS

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

;

STOCK PENCE

.

Genuine Qlidden

BARB WIRE
.LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

of
General Merchandi
"

JVVrriolee&ler
-

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.

yon want special advice write
FORTUNES IN MEXICO toIfMrs.
Pinkliam, at Lynn, Mass.
She will treat your letter as strictly

Washington, Oct. "f. A new counterfeit five dollar silver certificate has
appeared in Michigan and other places,
and the secret service has issued a
warning to the public. The counter-fel- t
bears the Indian head and is of
:
.
a
i
A..
i
l
the series of 1899.
aui iiiuiubia, tan jing mew
It is a well executed photographic
No woman who uses production on two pieces of paper be
through the critical ordeal with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs tween which a few pieces of silk have
the ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child, been distributed. The face of the note
is deceptive. The treasury number is
leaving her in a condition f--r v 9 Yi rrgiT "vwn "D 67,061,242." Acting Chief Moran,
more favorable to speedy re- - I
of the secret service, gays the counter
I IVI
.
II I
covery. lhe child is also
feiters have made no attempt to color
and
healthy, strong
good 11
either the treasury number, seal or
Oar book containing
nattirprt ble
information, wUlba Mat
denominational character on the left
free by writing to
end of the bill and that ragged and IrBRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO.
regular edges of the note indicate cutAtlanta. Ga.
ting with a pen knife.
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Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

confidential. For 20 years she
has been" helping sick women in
this way, free of charge. Don't
hesitate write at unco.

A

FOOLISH INQUIRY
PROPOUNDED TO OFFICIAL

This morning Robt. L. M. Ross,
chief and at present the only deputy
in the county treasurer's office, was
approached with an interrogative,
propounded merely to .kill time, presumably, as to whether or not he
could speak the Spanish
language.
The inquisitive
who
individual,
should have thought
again before
asking such a foolish question, was
looked straight in the eye , by Mr.
Ross, who replied in his characteristic pleasant manner:
"I certainly
can. It is necessary that I should
talk the native language, in order to
fill the position that I do, as about
85 per cent of the business in the office is transacted in the Spanish
tongue."
Mr. Ross has held his present position for the past nine years and he
has at his tongue's end facts and
figures that can be put to good ad'
vantage for concerned parties, 'as
well as ,b'y himself, In the old age
that is creeping on apace, a period in
life when emoluments and perquisites
of office are no longer incentives to'
arduous and exacting official life."5
'

and G3

GROSS, HELLY
(Incorporated)

,

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
'
"

and Dealers In

and PELTS

WOOL, HIDES
'

Houses at
East Las Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, M. Mm, Tucumoarl,
Mm
M., Peoos, N. M., Logan, Nm M., Trinidad, Colorado
'

BAIN WAGONS,
RACIHE-- S

the Best Farm Wagon made

ATT LEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS
;

Retail Prices:

AQUA

and Tar." Nothing else is as safe
and certain in results. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
No wonder

the north pole was

difficult to (discover.
any pole there.

so

PURA COMPANY

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Seeds and

Sedr

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
;

Headquarters in the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural

There wasn't

Hamlet
had melancholy, probably caused by
an inactive liver. A bad liver makes
one cross and Irritable, causes mem-ta- l
and physical depression and may
result disastrously. Ballard's Herbine
is acknowledged to be the perfect liver regulator. If you're blue and out
of sorts, get a bottle today. A positive cure for bilious headache, constipation, chills and fever and all liver
complaints. Sold by Center Block
Depot Drug Co.
The first time a man falls in love he
thinks he will never get over It; after
that he always knows ha will.
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
air passages, stops the irritation In
the throat, soothes the inflamed membranes, and the most obstinate cough
disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
are healed and strengthened, and the
cold Is expelled from the system. Refuse any but the genuine in the yellow package. O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Natural Ice the

made Laa Veeai

Browne & Hanzanares ft).

long enough to be buckled around
him, "that the boys at school used to
call me 'Skinny.' " Chicago Record-Heral-

f
Both Boy Saved
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottles
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely
cured my boy of a severe cough, and
a neighbor's boy, who was so ill with
a cold that the doctors gave him up,
was cured by taking Foley's Honey

v

a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
i.ooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery,
per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c 40c
per 100 lbs.

It's A Top Notch Doer
Great deeds compel regard. The
world crowns its doers. That's why
the American people have crowned
Dr. King's New Discovery, the king
of throat and lung remedies. Every
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of
atom is a health force. It kills germs,
and lasting qualities of which have
'
and colds and la grippe vanish. It purity
membranes .and Eamous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
heals cough-racke- d
coughing stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial tubes and lungs are cured and
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Black Jack, N. C, writes, "it cured me
nf lime trouble. Dronounced hopeless
Trial
by all doctors." 50c, 11.00.
bottle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
"And to think," sighed the man whe
was trying to find a belt which was

"
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and cents there is definite return for
"
schooling. r
In view of this fact, the statement
of Dr. Draper, state commissioner of
education of New York, is a little dls- -'
concerting. He says that not more
than
of the children who
enter the elementary
schools ever
complete the course and the dropping out from classed occurs all along
until by the time the graduation' from
h
high school Is reached not
of those entering ever finish. "With
all our expenditures for free education," he says, "only five out of every
hundred school children are graduated
from high school. The average school
ing is four years, between the ages
of 8 ,and 12. After 12 the average
American boy gets no schooling."
Aside from any other consideration,
whatever prepares the man for earning a higher wage has a direct bearing on the best interests not only of
the individual but .of. the community.
With the average schooling of an
American boy' falling as low as four
ye&ra, In spite of all the wonderful
advantages for education offered him
free, there evidently , is something
wrong somewhere, but how to' get at
the cause and how to remedy It is a
matter which will be far more difficult than merely arriving at knowledge of conditions as they exist.
two-thir-

,

Entered at the Postoffice at Cast
Las Vegas, N. H., aa second-clas- s
matter.
i

RATES

OF SUBSCRIPTION.

"
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Dally.
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Year by Carrier...
Per Month by Carrier
Per Week by Carrier
'
Weekly
une year
,

'

7.oo
.65
20

j2.00

Six Months

i.oo

PROFIT

IN

EDUCATION

A committee

of teachers has 5ust
completed an investigation
of the
careers of 165 boys who were grad
uated from the elementary schools
of Brooklyn seventeen years ago. the
object being to determine whether or
not an education pays in dollars and
cents. Of the 165 it was found that
thirty-sisire employed as skilled la
In professions,
borers, twenty-tw- o
eight in civil service and thirteen as
managers and ' foremen of vnrimis
concerns, and that their annual wage
averages Jl.253.05 each. The Boston
Globe Is authority for the statement
that this sum is exactly two and a
half times the annual wage of men
classed as day laborers in the city
of New York, and it is 75 per cent
more than the average waees of man
ufacturing employes as reported by
the federal census.
The figures would seem to conclu.
sively prove that the boy who has his
mind trained, even to the extent of
the training of fered by the elementary
schools, has gained an advantaee over
the unschooled boy. Generally speak
ing; the summing of the advantages
of schooling and the answer to the
oft made inquiry, "Does education
pay?" has been theoretic rather than
practical it has tended to show that
education may and may not pay in
a financial way. but that its advan
tages must not be so reckoned, that
the real advantage of an education Is
the satisfaction it brings to the possessor, a matter which cannot, be estimated in dollars and cents.'
But
here is the proof that even in dollars
x

MISTAKES

FUNNY. NEWSPAPER

Some funny things creep into news'
papers and they tend to show that
in the
run
do
not
smoothly"
things
printshops. Newspaper men and editors who are supposed to scan every
item that appears, in their columns
sometimes allow funny mistakes to
creep in. Here are a few items taken
at random from a list of exchanges
which, when read carefully, will cause
'
the reader to i laugh:
While Miss Pearl Kinsmore of East
Wind., Ind., was coming downstairs
Tuesday, she slipped and bruised herself on the landing.
While Harold Green of Beulah,
was escorting Miss Violet
Miss.,
Goff tome from a church social Saturday night a savage dog set upon
them and bit Mr. Green four times
in the public square.
Joseph Tutt of Grlmmelsburg, la.,
climbed on the roof of his house
last week to find a leak and slipped
and fell, striking upon his back porch
and causing serious Injuries.
Isaiah Trimmer of Polsbury, Neb.,
was playing with a cat Friday, when
the animal scratched him on the ver
anda.

John J. Neal, a patient at the
for the Insane here, died Tues
day evening at 7:15 o'clock. He was
admitted to the institution from
Chaves county, June

19, 1909.
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low its mother to remain for the rest
of the sermon."
The preacher's wife took the baby.

'

one-sixt-

--
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AESOKBLETS

Do yon have trouble in the morning "getting up?"
We have a Clock that rings for
fifteen minutes "Inter Mlttently'
You just simply have to "get up" or
go crazy. Let us show you one,

..'

Kansas City Journal.

Don't you
you, an American

Gent

Benevolent Old
jcnow, my boy,

thai

"Did the father of the bride give
lad, have a chance ..to be president
.
her away?"
$rhen you grow up?
bridethe
told
He
it.
from
"Far
,
s Willie (gloomily) Naw, I ain't got
of
groom that she had the disposition
chance to Johnny
no chance. I Bold
,

iny
Billings for a box of marbles. HarBazaar.
Mr. Brown (rushing excitedly into per's
the room) Marie, Marie, intelligence "Come up and see me tonight, old
has just reached me
mau"
Mrs. Brown (calmly Interrupting
.'A11 right; I'll be glad to."
l,
thank heavent Henry.
"Our daughter is studying music"
Life.
Brooklyn
,
"By jingo! I have just remembered
I am sorry, but I can
an
Beggar (insinuatingly) I say, mis- notengagement.
come."
possibly
to
have
ter,
yer got any suggestion
"Pshaw! As I was about to say,
make to a feller what ain't able to
our daughter Is studying music in
raise a penny to get shaved with?
we get. a little bit lone-- '
Old Gentleman '(passing on) Yes; Germany and'
,
some."
grow a beard.
"I'll just cut out the engagement and
come anyhow." Houston Post.
He (nervously Er er Margaret
er er there's something has been
trembling on my lips for the last two SOLID GOLD LOVING
CUPS FOR PRESIDENTS
months.
She Yes, so I see. .Why don't you
shave It off? Princeton Tiger.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 7. The citizens of El Paso will present to PresiTamma (disappointed over his in- dent Taft and to President Diaz each
a loving cup when they meet here on
adequate tip) Good nicht, Mister
Ah shall remember ye when the sixteenth. The cups will be of
solid
4
ye come this way agin.
gold and will be dupliMister McPherson (huskily) Ah'm cates. Each will bear the coat of
not comin' this way agin." Sketch.
arms of both Mexico and the United
States and inscriptions.
John E. Wilkie, chief of the United
"My son," said the father, solemnly, "I am sorry I must use the rod, but States secret service, has arrived in
the city and with his lieutenant, L.
it is my duty."
"But, dad," objected the .clever son, C. Wheeler, is in consultation with
"X have heard you say often you don't local committees of Juarez and
El
approve of the duty on hides." Balti- Paso.
more American.
The work of decorating the city has
begun and the display of flags of 'the
Mrs. Crawford You say it is Impos- two nations will be
sible to get money out of your hus- The Sheldon hotel, which will be Mr.
Have you gone about it the Taft's official headquarters, will be
band.
decorated from dome to sidewalk.
right way?
Mrs. Crabshaw I've tried
everyPARTY
thing, my dear, except send him a INDEPENDENCE
Black Hand letter. Brooklyn Life.
NOMINATES HcARST

We have Clocks that cost you less,
but don't ring as long. Price, $1.00.

Baltimore American..

an angel.

ULARM- CLOCKS
Jeweler and Optician.

hlm)-r-Wel-

R.
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TAUPERT,

Is

Cily

606
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OUR ANNUAL

Douglas Ave. A. T.

& S.

F. Watch Inspector

Good One, to Come To.
'
GUESTS WILL FlSD IT SO.

We folks who stay, are glad

who come- -

to see you folks
;

Taichert's Store extends a cordial welcome
to annual visitors.

Saturday, Oct. 9, '09 The Taichert's Store at Lincola Ave. next to Wells-Fa- r
go
Express Co., is one of the
Leading Re tail Estahlishmen ts
of Las Vegas. Occupies a su-- y
preme position in the Clothing field. And is a point of
interest that no visitor should
miss,

'...

n

".

Special Harvest

Carni-

val Offer

,

In Atchison It is told that on a recent Sunday morning at church a baby
began to fret and its mother got up to
take, it out.
" said the preacher,
"Mrs.
naming his wife, "you hear my sermons seven days in the week. Suppose
you take charge of that baby and al- -

J.

Expert Watch Repairing.

Tit-Bit-

'

W

'

1

They are all guaranteed for one
.
yeftr
Remember onr 10 per cent discount for Cash.

"

'

Price, $1.75

,

Suits pure worsteds
hand tailored latest mo-

New York, Oct. 7. William Randolph Hearst, once defeated for mayor of this city by George B. McClel-laand later defeated by Charles E.

dels.

n

S14.50

Hughes for governor of the state, was
nominated for mayor last night at Jt
mass meeting "of four thousand of
his admirers at Cooper Union.
.

Shoes, if not satisfactory cheerfully your mo-

4nf

ney back.

Ask your doctor how often he prescribes an
alcoholic stimulant for children. He will
probably say, "Very, very rarely." Ask
him how offen be prescribes a tonicfor them.
No stimulation. No alcohol habit. Ak He will probably answer, " Very, very freyour doctor about Ayer's Sarsaparilla quently," Ayer's Sarsaparilla is a strong
a, a Ionic for the young.
tonic, entirely free from alcohol.

Your Boy

2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5.00
Hats and Shirts

Neckwear,

f5ffllBsfeffl

2d

Just In by

ess

the

A new lot of Women's and Misses' Tailored Suits and
e
Dresses. A very fine lot. You ought to see them
before buying elsewhere.
-

Misses
.... arid Children's

Store of Quality"

Headwear

one-piec-

N.M.

E.LASVEGAS,
Years of Accumulated Experience Add Their
Value to

Harvard
pEfshed

--

Children's Underwear

Mills

Underwear

Boys' 'Underwear

,

All wool
Suit, $3.00.

.

Boys' wool ribbed, at 75c; Boys' cotton ribbed,
Boys' Union Suits, at 75c; all wool $1.25.

Must Fit Well
"

Wear Well

'

at 35c and 50c;

Cotton fleeced in gray or cream; sizes 4 to
75c Suit.

Well

The materials must be of the best. All these points of '
excellence are found in this well known brand. No other
make equals it in the variety of shapes and fabrics for stout,

'

to

"'.'.

Suit.

.

Women's Union Suits in white cotton fleeced, good heavy
,
weight, all sizes, from 4 to 9 at 75c Suit.
extra
Women's fleeced Union Suits in white or cream,
fine quality, sizes 4 to 9. Prices, $1 .25 and $1.50 Suit.
Women's all wool light weight Union Suit, cream, very
suitable for early Fall wear, all sizes, $1.75 Suit,

(

A.

V

if

2.00, 2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5,00

and Children's Sweater
Coats, red and gray, blue and gray,
all red, some with pockets, $1.00,,

Cooper ribbed Egyptian cotton, spring needle; elastic
heavy winter garment, reinforced, $1.25 garment.

2.00, and

.

'''

1
'

"
.

"

i&Fi,'

'

Sweater Coats, gray and
red, gray and blue 75c, $1.00, 1.50.
and 2.00. f,

";

:

:X

'

;

..,''':
,

Men's SweaterCoats
All kinds at 75c, $1.00. 1.25, 2.50, 3.6ol
Fine Combination Coats, $3.50, 4.00.JA'uto Coats, $5.00.
Sweater Vests,, $3.50, red and brown.1

j.,,,

- A'superior weight wool

garment, flat, splendid

article, $1.00 garment.

s

A medium weight wool, worsted, a nice soft

Boys'

A

?

'

'

Misses'

5

Garments, a complete line of Australian' wool,
steam shrunk natural color,, all sizes, at 45c, 65c, 75c and
'
90c per garment.

No. 144 'All wool natural, flat, ankles and cuffs ribbed.
Shirts are long, ample; Drawers cut to fit.
Price, $1.50 garment.
No. 76 A natural wool ribbed garment, at $1.50 garment
No. 65 A fine Australian wool natural, soft, or smooth a
very fine garment. As' rule this garment brings
$3.00. Our price, $2.50.
Wool and Silk very fine blue and white, a beautiful garment; warm but not heavy, usual price $3.00Our price, $2.00.
,

Women's Sweater Vests, black and
white, $2.75.

i1

e

Two-piec-

Women's Sweater Coats, newest
styles, different color, combinations,

.

Children's Uhdewear

e
Underwear, made in South
Bend, Ind. We have tried all kinds of
Underwear find from experience that
the "Staley" line is the best of all wool
'
Underwear at the price:

$1 50

For The Whole Family.

1

Union

Men.

Sweater Coats

For Children the Harvard Mills Brand offers the best
proportioned and most comfortable garments that can be
:
turned out.
We describe some of the popular numbers:

weight

"Staley" Underwear for

years, at 65c and

Children's and Misses' all wool Union Suits in cream only,

$1.65

medium and slender forms.

Women's White Merino Union Suits, good heavy weight,
to 9, $2.50 Suit.
Women's Silk and Wool Union Suits, at $2.50.
Garments in white and " cream, cotton
Women's
,
fileeced, complete line of sizes. ,
Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c, 75c, per garment.
Women s light weight, all wool garments in cream
extra good value, $1.00 per garment. Women's medium weight Merino, cream, all sizes, $1.25
and $1.50 per garment.
good quality at
,C Women's silk and wool Garments, extra
'
.
$2.00 and $2.50 per ganjient.

14

medium

We carry these garments in stout
sizes for corpulent men.

Children's Union Suits

,

Wash Well

Two-piec-

All wool, heavy ribbed, natural, a
splendid value, $2.50. ,

We bought a lot of Wright's Health Underwear a at low price. This
Underwear usually sells for $1.00 garment. We offer it at 65c a
garment, all szes.

Vnderwear of Merit

v

"Superior" Union Suits, best made garments we have
ever handled; they fit and wear well.
Ecru Union Suits,' ribbed cuffs and
ankles, all sizes, at $1.25.

20c, 25c, 35c, 50c, and 65c.

Buy your Winter's supply in this brand if you want
satisfactory Underwear. An honest reputation is gained
,
only by having real Merit.

,

Men's Underwear

-

Extra heavy fleeced garments in cream only; sizes 3 to 14 years, at
25c, 35c, 50c, 65c and 75c garment.
Gray cotton fleeced, strong and durable, washes well, all sizes,

For Women and Children

Look

While Mr. Bacharach was East he bought a lot of sales-- "
men's samples in Children's and Misses' Hats and Caps;
fancy and plain these are very desirable goods. We place
them on sale at whole sale prices.

"

gar- -

ment, $1.25.

.

Lamb wool fleeced Underwear, good and

,'
strong, $1.00 garment?

-

''

A
heavy cotton in ecru, very strong and desir- V.;
able, reinforced at vital points, 75c. (.
two-threa-

d

.

w' A blue ribbed
,

.

garment,' good and 6trong, heavy, 50c'

'"

!
A fleeced cotton garment, soft, strong and
"
weir made, 50c each.

,
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Trustworthy

the-gue- sts

to Arkansas City and becoming
of her sister, Mrs. W. K.
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Stoves, Heaters
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CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

and

from

&

SanM iguelNationa

.

D. T. H03KIN8,
F. B. JANUARY,
'

Cashier.
Asst. Cashier.
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i

Interest Paid

up.

on.

Time Deposits
'

WOMEN ARE WISER

than men in many cases. More women than men save
They know the comfort of having a nest egg for a
rainy day.

0

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

0
0

reg-alarl-
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NIGHTS

THESE-COO- L

Etter whose husband is a division
superintendent for the Santa Fe RailRewind us that it is now time
way company in that city.
methods dnnng the
. k
Mrs. H. E. Bergmann, who conducts
to get ready for wl liter.
a resort out
many years of our
from Glorleta, Is In town today from
dealings have; proven
her former home inj Santa F e Jvislting
i
the wisdom of trad-in- g
ARE SHOWING A BIG' LINE
her husband who Is chief clerk to
Division Store Keeper N. C. Smith.'
with us. . While
'
Edward Lujan, a cattle raiser from
working for a busi- from
Union county, arrived 'here
ness we have been
Clayton last evening on a visit to his
mother and family. He is a son of
working for a repuDon Mateo Lujan, who is assistant
"
have
we
gain-tation;
territorial land commissioner in Saned it and, it will be
.
ta Fe.
Base-Bvirne- rs
J. R. Terry, a civil engineer who is
upheld. Every deal
in charge of an engineering corps on
with us is a satisfacthe Beck grant for A. A. Jones and J.
$1.50
tory deal we gua- j D. Hand, running the lines for a reserrantee that.
to
come
the
has
to
voir system,
BE SURE to see our line before purcity
her arival from chasing elsewhere.
meet his .wife
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
Birmingham, Aia.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Frank F. Zummach, a bridge, build- Stoves bought from us.
ing and water service foreman on the
Telephone Main-St Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
Blankets and Comforts
BRIDGE STREET
v
railroad at Raton, has returned here
to'
his
visit
from
a
mining
promising
in great array ,
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
properties in the Rociada district. He
big size,
leaves for his headquarters tomorrow $2.48 for an
Silkolene COMnight.
PERSONALS
FORT, worth $3.50.
Dr. M.
Marals, who Started
Santa Fe yesterday morning in an 50c for the 85o Double Cotton,
for
A. Mf Adler visits Wagon Mound
Blankets.
g
trip,1
automobile, on a
again.
were 65c for the $1.00
conditions
weather
the
provided
W. H. Nelson is here today from
Heavy 10-- Cotton
favorable, which they were not, returnBlankets, all colors.
Detroit, Mich.
maed home last night by traln.-thS. H. Kennedy came to town from
Only at;
chine having broken down with its
'
Chicago last evening.
at
occupants
Chapelle.
C. E. Cook is a guest at Hotel Casta-ned- a
from Boston, Mass.
W. A. Bagby came down town from
LOCAL NEWS
Levy station last evening,
x Judge E. V. Long came home from
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Regular communication of Chapman
the Raton court last evening.
J. D. Diehl arrived In the city yes- lodge No. 2 ,A. F. & A. M., this even- wood also attended the funeral
pf
Work in F. C.
ing at 8 o'clock.
terday afternoon from Denver.
a babe of Mr. and Mrs. David
Is
here from Kansas
Arthur Judell
City today in the Interests of a shoe
'.
Services were not held at Temple
house.
There will be another rehearsal to
Amos Hedricks is a, visitor to the Montefiore last evening, as was planof those who will take part in
city today from the U. S. Planting ned, on account of the inclemency of night
"Prince Bonnie," the comic opera to
the weather.
station in Gallinas canyon.
be given in the near future by local
James Black, who is camp cook for
Some
miscreant youth threw a rock talent The caste is not yet com
a surveying party on the Beck grant,
and anyone wishing to take
through the front window of Johnsen plete is
Is visiting his family in this city.
requested to attend tonight's
Mrs. James Tolle has gone to Los & Son's furniture store on Douglas part
which begins at 8 o'clock,
rehearsal,
avenue
last night.
Angeles, Calif., for health 'reasons
Y. M. C. A. building.
at
the
sharp,
and will likely remain In that city
the
winter.
The
club
during
regular Wednesday bridge
Rev. P. D. Yochum, of the African
Deacon J. P. Peters, of the United met last evening at the home of Jake
Land company, arrived from Chicago Stern. All members were present and M. E. church, returned last evening
from attendance at his annual conferthis afternoon, accompanying a party a good time ensued.
ence In Boulder, Colo., stopping off in
of prospective homeseekers and land
Pueblo several, days on the return
f Anselmo Maes made
r
buyers.
final
C. A. Kingin is at the
Eldorado proof on his homestead of 160 acres trip. Mr. Yochum has been transferhotel from Grand Rapids; Chas Voss near Casa Grande, before U. S. Court red from this city to the pastorate of
from Pueblo; J. W. Campbell from Commissioner Robt. L. M. Ross today. the colored church of his denomination
in Durango, Colo. The Las Vegas staKansas City! Ed w. C. Stewart from
will be supplied by a member of
tion
Raton.
Yesterday's drizzling rain wound "the cloth" from Kansas. .
P. W. Standley and Hugh Green up with a brisk hailstorm last evening
prospective land buyers, arrived at that likely proved somewhat dis
W.' B. Martin, Jr., the land man;
Hotel La Pension last evenine from astrous to unharvested crops, standing
when his car arrived here from the
Mftrcellne. TVTo
fiflo. M. Pparson from in the fields.
east this afternoon, was advised of a
Cincinnati.
new homesteader in the person of a
C. T. Barnhart and wife register
A shed on the residence
beautiful little daughter, born on Sun
at the New Optic fronr Greensburg, of T. J. Raywood on Seventhpremises
street
Pa. William Loe and M. Schandler was broken into last night and some day, October 3, at the Martin home
from Denver; J. G. Cooney and Bap-tlst- e glassware and wearing apparel were near Wagon Mound; The many Las
Vegas friends of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Yhitcaga from Lamar, Colo.
carried away by the night prowlers.
heartily congratulate them and will be
Mr. and Mrs. George Nelson of Puglad to know that the mother and
eblo, who "had been visiting In Rat-toiServices will be held at Temple daughter are doing nicely.
The
several days, have coine to Las
Montefiore, Douglas avenue and Ninth
contrary td expectations, Is ex
Vegas, where they will visit for a street, on Friday night at 8 o'clock, father, to
"pull" through.
pected
time before going to Albuquerque for to which the
public are cordially in
a month.
meets
vlted. Sabbath school
every
OF THE COM
Louis Daniel, who resides on a Saturday morning at 10 o'clock sharp, ANNUAL MEETING
MERCIAL CLUB
convenient
ranch wtthln
patronizing
(To be held October it, 1909.)
distance of the city, has returned Watermelons and ripe tomatoes
Notice is hereby given pursuant to
here from a vacation trip back to the were picked from the vines on the
of the Commercial club,
old home In Iowa. ' He had been ab- Schell mesa farm yesterday which the
annual meeting for
the
that
regular
mosent three weeks and put every
are as fine as any ever shipped to the election of officers and directors
ment of that time to good use.
this city from Kansas or any where and such other business as may come
F. A. Klefer, of the Gaylor-Kiefe- r
else. Mr. Schell Is a farmer who before the meeting, will be held in the
Realty company, reached the city will not rest contentedly till he owns rooms of the club on Tuesday evening,
from Chicago this afternoon on the at least 10,000 acres of land on the October 12th, 1909, at 8 p. m. Quorum
first section of regular No. 1 passen- mesa east of this city.
necessary for the transaction of bus!
ger train and with him came a numness twenty-five- .
of
are
in
who
quest
ber of people
Rev. Thomas Harwood, D. D., was
At the close of said meeting an In
lands and homes.
returning- to his home in Albu- formal smoker will be held. Arrange-ment- s
Dr. M. M. MHligan has returned to querque this afternoon from Wagon
have been made for a short proIlls mesa farm from his Venus ranch Mound' to which town he had been gram, and a general good time will be
near Hagan, N. M., where he had been sufnmoned to unite James A. Garfield had in celebration of the close.'of
looking after his crops for a number Holbrook and Miss Bertha R. Crow-ell- , very successful year in the club's his
f weeks. His chief products are poboth of that place, in the holy tory. Every club member who can
tatoes and beans, of which he will bonds of wedlock. The marriage possibly do so is urged to attend this
have bountiful yields.
took place In the presence of a few meeting in order that plans may be
Mrs. F. B. January and two chil- invited friends and a number of rela- laid for active work for the coming
dren departed on belated No. 2 last tives, all of whom are delighted to year in view of the important develop
evening for Sweet Springs, Mo., see the couple mated together. While- ments now under way in the city.
GEO. A. FLEMING, Secretary.
where they will visit friends before go at Wagon Mound yesterday, Dr. HarCHffdene-on-the-Peco-
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invites accounts from both
'

n,

and men. By putting your
money here you not alone avoid the temptation of spending
it, but set it to work earning interest for you. v
women

0
0.

hand-knotte-

Las Vegas Savings Bank

F.-D-

9-- 4

record-breakin-

San

4

BASEBALL

...

i

R.-H- .

MARKET

REPORTS.

3--

St. Louis Wool
, St. Louis, Oct. 7. Wool firm.
ritorial western mediums, 2328;
mediums, 2224; fine, 1319.'

Blast

Cole's

or"

Cobs.

E.J. GEHRING,
516-51-

8

Douglas Avenue.

J.

C. JOHNSEN

lambs, $5.507.00; range
wethers, yearlings, t4.005.B0; range
ewes,

?3.255.50.

Slightly Colder With Snow
When you see that kind of a weather forecast you know that rheumatism
weather is at hand. Get ready for
it now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
Snow Liniment.
Finest thing made
for rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
sore and stiff joints and muscles, all
aches and pains. 25c. 50c and $1.00
a bottle. Sold by. Center Block De
pot Drug Co.

$131
$189

1-3--

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific; $206; Steel,
Steel, preferred, $128

$139

1--

Chicago Provisions.
Chicago, Qct. 7. Wheat, December,

Corn,
May, $1.03
Oats,
October, 59; December, 57
May, 41
December. 38
Pork, May. $18.05; October, $23.00;
January, $18.25. Lard, October, $12.12;
$1.01

November,

$11.6011.62

Ribs,

$9.40.

Chicago Livestock
Oct. 8. Cattle, 4,000;
strong to higher. Beeves, $4.208.80;
Texas steers, $3.345.20; western
steers, ,$4.007.00j stockers and feeders, $3.205.30; cows and heifers,
$2.206.00; calves, $7.009.25.
Llgnt,
Hogs, 12,000; 10 higher.
$7.207.90; mixed, $7.407.95; heavy,
$7.258.00; rough, $7.257.45; good
choice heavy, $7.458.00; pigs, $5.50
6.90; bulk sales, $7.607.85.
Sheep, 30,000; wear to 10 lower. Na
tives, $2.506.90; western, $2.75
4.90; yearlings, $4.505.50; lambs, na- tlve, $4.257.25; western, $4.507.15.
Chicago.

LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN AT
ONAVA

One bay horse.
Branded
On left hip
One bay mare.
Branded
On left shoulder

1

One dark bay horse
Branded
, I
r inaer please notify W. R.
s,
623 Railroad avenue. East Las
egas, N. M., and receive liberal
Wil-iam-

Attention! Madame Mace,
noted
Drink MacBeth mineral water while
phychist, teacher of occultism, astro!
oglst, clairvoyant and phychometrist, the city water Is bad and regain your
can be interviewed at the Rawlins health. Telephone purple 5362.
house, room 15, from 9 a. m. to 8 p
m., every day, Sundays Included.
Telephone your news items to The
It takes a pretty strong pull for some Optic, Phone Main 2.
fellows to pull themselves together.

3--

1--

SON

623 Douglas Ave.

1-- 2

f.

f

One
of the
best invest- to be found
ments
f
fin the city of Las Vegas
today is an Optic want ad. It
will bring you results. Whether
you want to sell something tor buy something, you
can't lose. Only

Cleaning Tailor
Clothes Cleaned, Dyed

and
Repaired.
Maae as good as new.
years experience in Paris,

N.

LEFTEN.

Bridge Street.

f

'

Four

Phone Main 224

Fresh Fish
Just in from
California

a little
ble to try

trou--

this

Star Meat Market
The younger a man is the more
he knows about women hex thinks.

Phone Vegas

450

'

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED
PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. ,V
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. .".
'
'
50 to 200 lbs.

Less than 50 lbs.

CRYSTAL ICE CO

WATER

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

McGuire

Phone Main 227

&

Webb

Kansas City Livestock
Kansas City Oct. ?. Cattle 9,000,
including L000 southerns; steady to
10 higher. Native steers, $4.508.50;
southern steers, $3.204.75; southern
and
cows, $2.5034.00; native cows
heifers, $2.2585.50; stockers and feeders $3.003.25; bulls. $2.504.00;
calves, $3.758.00; western steers,
Boost
are now making the finest beer in the .Southwest.
$4.256.50; western cows, $2.504.50.
Hogs, 11,000; 10 lower. Bulk sales, home industry and telephone your orders 'te us for. - either
keg or
- ..'.
$7".267.65; heavy.' $7.607.75; 'pack- bottle beer.
ers and butchers, $7.357.65; light,
$7.007.60; pigs, $5.006.50.
.
PHONE MAIN 67
Sheep, 6,000; steady. "Muttons,
.

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of Lqls Vegas;

lf

Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Wood

Will You let us Show You?

Money and Stocks
New York, Oct. 7. Prime paper,
4
5.; Mexican dollars, 43; can
Amalgamated,
money, (strong, .4
New York
$81
Atchison, $122

Central,

-

:

The
of Success
lies In a keen, clear brain, backed by
indomitable will and resistless energy.
Such power comes from the splendid
health that Dr. King's Now Life Pills
impart. They vitalize every -- organ
and build up brain and body. J. A.
writes:
Ter Harmon, Lizemore, W. IVa
are the best pills ever used."
fine They
25c at all druggists.

1--

full of coal
In a Cole's Hot BlasLburns all night, and in the
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the Are to heat up,
Hot
. ' '
you open a draft only.
$10 Up
And there is fuel enough left to warm up
nicely.
Take note that this heater burns
,We not only gay this." We guarantee it, and soft coal, bard coal, wood,
onr word is backed by the largest manufacturer slack, lignite or cobs and we
of soft coal heaters in America.
guarantee it against any heater,
We gurantee a saving in fuel of a third. size for size, at twice or three times
This is a conservative guarantee. You really save its price.
one-hato 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
Ours is the Original Oole'sHot
using this stove.
Blast, with the name Cole's on the
In fact, our i grantee on Cole's Hot Blast ia feed door.
j

Comforts and Blankets - AT RIGHT PRICES:

New York Metal
New York, Oct 7. Lead quiet, $4.30
to $4.40; copper, standard spot, $12.30
12.60; silver, 51

5--

A hat

a fine large line of

Bed-Roc- k

by-la-

out!

MORE BEDDING
We have

110 42 v.724
104 49 .680
70 68 .547
77 76 .504
74 78 .487
54 99 .354
54 98 .356
42 107 .282

,.

National League
R. H, E.
First came
r000 Q00 0101 4 2
New York
300 000 Olx 4 8 1
Brooklyn
Kla witter and Wilson; Scanlon and
Marshall.
R. H. E.
Second game
200 041 0018 13 1
New York
000 001 0034 7 3
Brooklyn
Drucke and Schlei; Fletcher and
Dunn.
7
R. H .E,
First game
Philadelphia 000 000 010 0012 7
Boston ..... .000 100 000 OO'O 1 8
McQuillan and Dooin; Brown and
Ralrden.
R. H. hi.
Second game
Philadelphia ....202 010 20x 7 12
..100 000 000 1 6
Boston
Foxen and 'Dooin; Evans and Rairdon.
R. H. E,
First game
St. Louis .......000 000 0000 6 "
Chicago .........002 111 1208 12
Hlggins and Bliss; Cole and Moran,
E.
Second game
St. Louis
;..001 000 0001 8.
200 010 1105 11
Chicago
Bebee, Melter and Bliss; Schwenk,
Reulbach and Moran.

n

the most sweeping statement vcr
pat behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let as show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

MEANS

National League
Won.Lost.Pct.
Pittsburg
Chicago
New York
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

0

SCORES

HOW THEY STAND

five-yea-

That is a
dous fact for users of
heaters.
Your fire in never

0

&000&&0&00&&&&00&&00000&$$Q0et
COLDER WEATHER.

e

A hat full of coal lasts all night
m
;S HOT BLAST

OFFICE WITH

Miguel NoctionaJ Bank.

Shows Top Draft
burning trie GAS
half of soft coal
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

7, 1909

NEWS

USE

E. Anderson, a machinist who re
cently went to Roy, Mora county, from
TO-DA- Y!
Elmwood) Illinois, is erecting a large
machine shop just north of the Branch
hotel in that place. The buildlrig Is
30x60 feet, and is being, substantially
constructed of heavy timber and cover
ed with corrugated iron.
The business of the Episcopal dio
cese of New Mexico and Arizona will
You Will
be administered hereafter from Albuquerque Instead of Phoenix, Ariz.,
20 Cents Per Line By Week- - 50 Cents Per
First Insertion 5 Cents a line
according to an announcement just
made, following a visit of Bishop J. M.
Kendrlck. It is understood the bishop
Line By Month.
will move his residence and make Al
buquerque his headquarters at once.
Troop3 I and M, Third cavalry, have
started overland for Albuquerque from
Fort Wingate and are due there Sat
urday for the week of the territorial
Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
fair to act as a guard of honor to
President Taft. The troops are under
Capt. A. S. McCoy, commanding at
Fort Wingate, and are accompanied by
Is what every advertiser wants
full pack train,, making the cross
for his money. He gets It from
country hike In heavy marching or
der.
The rack which was placed in the
The secret of success lies In doing
postofflce at Roy sometime ago to it was found by a searching party. In
B. H. BOBISON, President
accommodate the farmers in their his youth Estrella fought the Chey-enne- s well what you can do and cutting out
Omaha, Nebraska, V. 8.
and Comanches and was a life what you can't do.
crop display,' is heavily laden with
friend
of the pale faces. He was
long
various
of
and
kinds,
crops
products
burled In the old Pueblo church at
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
in
were
raised
farmers
the
by.
which
1909.
Neb.,
June, 8,
Lindsay,
They are certain money getthe immediate vicinity of Roy. Most Taos on Tuesday.
Have you neglected your kidneys?
ters. They bring quick and
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Kohlhousen have Have you overworked your nervous
everything grown successfully In the
on the shelves at the ex returned home to Raton after, a two
satisfactory returns. Advertiseast,
appears
Nebr.
Omaha,
system and caused trouble with your
ers say so the checking sheet
hibit and the quality In most cases months' absence, during which time
Have you
bladder?
Mr. Kohlhousen has been confined to kidneys and
is as good as any state can boast of.
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
proves it Try one today and
In
back,
side,
loins,
groins and
pains
a
seri
The general offices of the French the hospital, having undergone
be convinced. V
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
v.
Land & Irrigation company, which are ous operation. Dr. Kohlhousen Is still bladder? Have you a flabby appearstate that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
now located at No. 604 Atwood build very weak, but had lately felt a longing ance of the face, especially under the
"telephone MAIN 2
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
ing, Chicago, will be moved in a very to be In Raton again and the doctors, eyes? Too frequent a desire to pass
Dr. urine? If so, Williams' Kidney Pills
short time to French, Colfax county, seeing this, advised a change.
written.
and into the new office building, which Kohlhousen has been ill for some will cure you at druggist's, price 50c.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assesshas been built in the latter town for time, but it is hoped that with such WilllamaLM'fg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
ment I have.
that purpose. This will greatly facil care as he has been having, he will O. For sale by Center Block Drug
Joseph H. Engelka.
itate the handling of business connect soon be able to be on the streets again. Store.
ed with the French enterprise, and Dr. White, of Trinidad, accompanied
THE
THE
EARNED
SURPLUS
EXCEEDED
ESTIMATE
WANTED
Table boarders at 712
will substantially increase the busi Mr. and Mrs. Kohlhousen home from
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112.
When a man begins to blow in his
ness interests of the town of French. Trinidad and will remain with them a
Rates
and
Information
Write
For
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
a lot of people get wind of it.
money
time.
to
El
recent
short
visit
his
Paso,
Upon
The agricultural college battalion at
Texas, William Jennings Bryan, was
WANTED
How to Cure a Cold
Experienced
laundress,
the guest of Rev. and Mrs. Henry Mesilla Park, has reached a far greatalso lady who desires to learn.
Be as careful as you Can, you will
of Las Vegas, Mr. er enrollment this year than was an
Easter,
formerly
New Mexico aud Arizona
Pearl Hand Laundry, cor. Twelfth
Easter having been rector of St. Paul's ticipated. There are now 170 cadets occasionally take cold, and when you
Pioneer Building
East Las Vegas, N. M.
and National.
Memorial church here some years ago. in the four companies and band. As do, get, a medicine of known reliabilone that has an established repu
Mr. Bryan distributed wedding invi- the enrollment of the school increases ity,
tation
and that is certain to effect a .
WANTED
To rent a typewriter, Un-- i
in
in
1881,
tations for this couple back
up to about Christmas it is possible quick cure. Such a medicine Is Cham-- '
derwood preferred. Address Optic.
benefit to not only every industry Jacksonville, 111. He was then a that the total this year will be about berlain's
Cough
Remedy. It ' has
NEW MEXICO PRESS
in the territory, but it would be ben young law student and his love ro- one hundred and eighty. The new uni- gained a world wide reputation by its
WANTED
at once, reliable represenwho
forms consist of a service unk remarkable cures of this most com
eficial to every man
in the mance with Miss Mary Baird,
tatives In this vicinity to look after
ASSOCIATION PROPOSED laborious business of engaged
was
Mrs.
became
form of olive drab cap, shirt and mon ailment, and can always be delater
just
Bryan,
publishing
renewals and new subscriptions, part
puttees, with tan shoes and khaki pended upon. It acts on nature's
newspaper.
or whole time, for the fastest growAll Tucumcarl is alive these days breeches; a West Point dress with plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectorIn
America. Liberal
ing magazine
and aids
It has been proposed by the mem
for the great
belts is also to be worn on ation, opens the secretions
salary and commissions. Live men bers of the
Every Woman Will be Interested, making preparations which is to be white
nature In restoring the system to a
of
El
Texas,
Paso,
press
The
drill
uniform
is
occasion.
fair,
Quay county
and women make 35 to $150 a
healthy condition. For sale by all
If you will send your name and ad held October 20, 21 and 22. Tucumcarl special
month. Appointments now being that a great deal could be accomplish
especially designed for extended order dealers.
we
dress
a
mail
will
FREE
you
pack has had a fair every fall for the past work and will be worn every day, exmade. Write immediately to Direct- ed by the organization of a press asor of Circulation, Hampton's Maga- sociation
age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN
few years, but never before has so cept on parades, and all ceremonial
in
fair
the
that
Even a deaf mute seldom overlooks
city
during
zine, 66 West 35th street. New York
a certain, pleasant hern - cure much money been subscribed by the
held
first
be
which
will
the
an invitation to take something.
during
leaf,
City.
week In November. The idea i3 to for women's Ills. It is u reliable reg merchants or such stupendous efforts
Cold Weather Advice
If you have set forth as? this year. Every citizen
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1060 Virbring as many of the newspaper men ulator and never-fallinMEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
a to all Is to beware of
"West
of
New
Mexico,
Arizona,
Texas,
in
the
bladder or of the town has appointed himself
and ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
back,
pains
Short time
urinary,
coughs
required; graduates
committee of one to boost this great
as possible,
so weak from kidney trouble
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Bar- and Northern-Mexic- o,
kidney trouble,' use this pleasant un- event while every other man you meet colds on the chest; as neglected they "I was
lead to pneumonia, consump- that I could hardly walk a hundred
into an organization, so that they on of aromatic
ber college, Los Angeles.
readily
roots
and
herbs,
has a suggestion to pffer looking to tion or other pulmonary troubles. feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
may be brought closer in touch in leaves. All
druggists sell It, 50 cents the entertainment and. comfort of the Just as soon as the cough appears Remedy cleared my complexion, curWANTED Position as housekeeper. the way of bringing to the attention or
will visit the treat It with Ballard's Horehound Sy ed my backache and the Irregularities
address. The Mother Gray Co., Le thousands of vlsitors-wh- o
Widow with child. Address Mrs. J. of the country the wonderful oppor'
M.
rup, the standard cure of America. disappeared, and I can now attend to
N.
fair.
111.
Roy,
and
tunities of the territory covered
A, Shrewsbery, Ava,
as directed perfectly harmless. business every day and recommend
Use
men
were
Roswell
Six
prominent
work In harmony for that, purpose.
A
and preventive for all diseas- Foley's Kidney Remedy to all Buffer-el'cure
fined $60 and costs each for violating
Such an organization, it is pointed DEADLY BLOOD POISON
es
as it cured me after the doctors
of
the
lungs. Price 25c, 50c and
law as the result of
CLAIMS FOLSOM BOY the
out, could be made a power for good
?1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block and other remedies had failed." O.
on
raid
last
a
Saturday
a poker game
of
and should have the
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
,
Depot Drug Co.
7. Elmer night, ordered by Mayor Richardson
NORTH POLE discovered by Amerl- the press of New Mexico. In addi
Trinidad, Colo., Oct.
,
cans. Cook's own story and Peary's tion to such an organization
the Skeen, 17 years old, son of Moses The alleged game was' running in a
expedition. Of thrilling Interest. newspaper men or Mew Mexico Skeen, who is one of the wealthiest room in a hotel. It 13 understood that
ssi
Outfit
Going like wildfire.
free, should organize a New Mexioc press cattlemen of Folsom, N. M., died at the raid had been ordered some time
Big terms., Act quick. Zlegler Co., association and an admirable time to San Rafael
hospital yesterday morn before by the mayor, but the police re267 Fourth street, Philadelphia.
accomplish this would be during the ing at 8: CO o'clock of blood poisoning fused to act and a big shakeup in
the city government is expected as a
territorial fair at Albuquerque. A of one leg.
result of the attempt to enforce the
man
to
was
of
The
the
newspa
young
brought
working organization
law. City Attorney Bowper men of the territory would be a the hospital ten days ago from Folwho
ers
because he said the
som
was
and
resigned
Folsom
the
thought
by
RENT
FOR
Upright Steinway piano,
doctor to be suffering with inflam- police would not enforce the law, may
508 Main avenue.
FREE DISPENSARY METHODS matory rheumatism, one leg being bad now reconsider his resignation.
Estrella, a widely known Taos Inly swollen and the lad suffering with
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
dian, Is dead. He was a brother of
for light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth Sufferers From Kidney Trouble, fever.
Examination showed that he had Standing Deer, the f.resent governor.
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GOWEN President
East Las Vegas,
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Santa Fe Car No. 8086
loaded with heating Stoves of all sizes and prices is beikg unloaded
These goods were bought direct from the foundry and will 'be sold Ht today
prices'
that are BIGHT.

Tomorrow
A

Thursday Morning, Oct. 7

Special'

Please remember that we are glad to show goods whether yon wish to
buy or not;
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WEATHER REPORT 4
October 6, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 71: mini
mum, 39; range, 32.
Humidity 6 a. m., 54: 12 m., 67: 6
p. m., 75; mean, 65.
Forecast Partly cloudy tonight and
Friday. Colder In northern portion
,
Friday.
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45 Cents a Basket
At the Store of

LOCAL NEWS

Lots of odds arid ends in
and china Saturday for fee at the
and 10 Cent Store.

shop.

lne Modern
i.
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Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEE D

Order your cream
Turner.
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jo toee our new line of Bath Robes for

Las Vegas Rofler Mifls
131.
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This will be our last shipment

5

cents

P. S.

For Sale
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Spring Lamb'

Foot Main Ht

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,
Ileal Estate Co.
609

Ironing

Also achoice lot of Colorado

of Goods

free stone

I,

I.

patronizing
T5he

STEARNS

.

Grocer.

Veal

ilsnsas City and tlatlvo Dcef
Home Dressed Spring Chick'

ens and Hens
All Kinds of Sausages

Grocers, Dzdchers and Bakers

:

LAS

only

BOSTON
CLOTHING
HOUSE
It

V
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VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

7

i

Kist
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and other
reliable firms. With us
the mention of quality

New Crop, j'

75c Per Dozen
Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PEKRY ONION,
Phone Main 276

.

that you will
find the choice selections
in Boys' Suits and Overcoats. No cheap goods
but merchandise of quality made by such manufacturers as Ederheimer
is-her-

Stern &

Prop.

At- -

THE

Co,

does not mean high
ces.

Homo Grown Carnations
'

The best draft beer in the city.
The Lobby, of course.

Pabst's draught beer on tap
E. Las Vegas, N. M.
at Opera bar.

Douglas Ave.

Prompt Services
Cxrv be had ONLY by

$1.40 Per Box

in Town.

Fancy Native Mutton

Finch's Golden. Wedding Rye. axed
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

We have them at

CONDON

liTS

Fresh Mince Pie.

i

Best

Careful Handling

'

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Some very desirable City prop at the ' Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on, the bar.
erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and
Straight Guggenheim ryo served'
'
over the bar at the Antlers.
unfurnished.

'

50c Per Basket

'

"THfi COFFEE MAN"

' Aboard for Harvey's!

Washing

ARE NOW AT THEIR
. BEST

Boucher's

Phone 144 and 145

-

cents, Children

at

PAPEIJ

pea6hes

Tiie BEST

Bread

GROCER AND BUTQHER.

.

Carriage goes out Saturday morn- ng returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
I'rading Co's.

Grapes

Free from SiaiS or Slack

CODDfES

Cakes, Pies, CooMes,

S1.00

..

.

Sanitary

Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just wbat you want for cooking,

Phone Main 21

.

cijr cvemuK commencins 7:so

Call up' Main 2 when you hav

Ass't Cashier

EH"!

25 Pounds for

Mil k

Service Unsurpassed

lews. The Optic wants

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.'-

t. W.

Film

pirtiibcc

Matinees evprv

''..

On Domestic Coa),

M

-

MOTION

A chance to fix un your windows
ror a small cost. We will have a
sale . or
finmo I
lace. curtains . Saturdav.
,
.
ana 10 Cent Store.
boou oargams,

The land car "Zella" was detach- ed from No. 1 nassentrer tra)n ttt
Tipton station this afternoon and a
car of homeseekers was sidetracked
at French yesterday afternoon. Two

MONEY SAVED

IMailr

LARC

CRYSTAL THEATFD

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,

DEALERS IN

lrno-hi-

The First National Bank
E. D. RAYNOUDS, Cashier.

O. BROWN TRADING GO.,

A

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

OF IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

P1IONR MATV tnT

sunaay. staee leaves Pnmom m.,,..
Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- uraay mornings at 8 o'cloc.
Tic
turning same days, leaves El Porvenir

Wanted Orders for hard
coal.
i auitee coai, uerruios coal and wood.
Coors Lbr. Co.

'

.

I

T. tile

T.

rowne-Manzanar-

JIs important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material '
help to your every day business.
lThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or- - '
ganization.

SIXTH STREET

7.

...

OF A GOOD BANK

I

,UKS

J

YOUR SELECTION

&
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Jake Graaf,

Frank Martinez is a new delivery at z p. m.
boy at C. D. Boucher's grocery and
Beginning October 6th 1 will tear
provision store.
ladies to do their own dresamntim
aua tailoring, as taught by the Keist- PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
er s
H . n. Kellpv
tm
Cn'a
u
fcj V.
Vi at
w wtuwv) lUUCCt raia. For Tailorinffw CollAffo nt
particulars call at 925
Building. E.D.Burks.
iDiumDia avenue. Mrs. H. M. GlaBs
The largest bar of
mun
ever SOld Will be on snlo Safiiivia,, t
UNTIL SATURDAY
Rev. Van Valkenbursh. 7ns
5c at the 5 and 10 r.ent stn
street, will offer for sale some good
The official colors at the Har uuuBenom iurnlture.
vester Carnival are red tnd yellow
THE J UDELL HOUSEHOLn r.nnne
Get tnem at Rosenwald's.
. x
Consistlnc nf
Til era rHri A
vuiouco, CUI litlUS
a
an House furnishings
wn
at forty cars, will be made from the .
floor
ley can be seen on
Co. ware- local stockyards tomorrow and Satur- - ; tne
nuse- - Friday, Saturday and
day with more to follow next week.
Monday,
if

.

AND A FULL LINE OF
S3
S3
Fancy Pillow Tops
-v
S3Table
Centers
Fancy
Pillow
V
Ruffling and Cords U

""u

from

.ir

Table Centers
S:
Doylies
Dresser Scarfs S3'

Woodmen of America
,
El Pnrvoi
iui wiaier un- ""
.
,
A.
.,.Vl
6
mai ' was aer a new management. Everything
I.Ud vo
oil nrnonxt
Kisosuu
aate now. Snsc i Jim,,.- -. .,
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A son has been born to Mr. and Mrs.
Try Yankee coal. The best on the
Federico Crespin, residing on the West
market. After trying it you will use
side.
no other, Coors Lbr. Co.
Yankee screened egg coal, $4.75 per
Lewis Brady, the
ton. Coors Lbr. Co.
i
the plaza who recently sold his fixtures
to w. i. need, will enter the employ
Latest styles in fall and winter mil of the latter
at his
street shop
linery. Reasonable prices. 509 Sixth Monday morning. Bridge
street.

F:

Phone

0

r

Lace dresser-scarf- s
chom.
ni' UUUIUO
barber ' be sold for 2 for 25n Rntiirrto
,
5 and 10 Cent Store.

'

Fancy Towels

nv

'

Get the best at Nolette's

S

Handkercheifs
Corset Covers

5

Lace curtains 10c a yard Saturday
The official colors at the Wp.
5 and 10 cent store. See them
vester Carnival are red and voiw
in the show window.
Get them at Rosenwald's.

at the

have today Fresh White Comb Honey.

)

IX

Conway's celebrated band, of Chi- 9s
'i
passed throueh thta rltv frit
inome on jo. 8 this morning from &o
VOiUUIUia,

Use Ovir

v

Si

cago,

Ike Davis
e

Stamped Linens

g

cars, of homeseekers are
expected to
arrive in L,as Vegas tomorrow from
v
Chicago.

i
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Cornichon Tokay Muscatel

N.

as

Lidwig Wrn. Ilfeld, .u.1 areman

lifomia Grapes
hull 6 Pound Baskets

I
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,.WE WILL BE READYJTO SHOW THESE GOODS
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Our Boys department,
including

X TRAGOO D.

Unerwear,

Hats, and Shoes, offers
the best lvalues for the -least" money. And the;-styles are correct.
--

;

